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Abstract
By 2050, it is predicted that there will be approximately 355 million trips com-
pleted on the East coast of Australia, requiring further duplication of the Hume
Highway and a third airport in Sydney. To help with this ‘congestion’, a strate-
gic plan was prepared, aimed at how to implement a high speed rail along the
eastern seaboard. While the report briefly discusses arguments for and against a
Wollongong link, this research is intended to highlight the real need for it.
A socioeconomic analysis was conducted to determine where Australia stood when
compared with other countries who already have a successful High Speed Rail
(HSR) line. The analysis found that Australia’s population density was consid-
erably less than other countries, sitting at 3 people/km2. However, it could be
justified that majority of Australia’s population lives along the proposed route,
whose density is approximately 77 people/km2; 15 people/km2 less than Spain.
Travel demand modelling was performed to establish whether or not a link between
Sydney and Wollongong is needed, and if it could be supported. In the first
year of service, the modelling found that there would be approximately 8 million
passenger trips undertaken, increasing to over 10 million after 20 years of service.
To back up the travel demand modelling, a strategic alignment was designed,
and a cost-benefit analysis was undertaken on the alignment to determine the
potential cost of the link, and a possible return period on the capital investment.
ii
The analysis found that the link would cost approximately $17.6 billion, with
revenue from ridership in the first year totalling $212 million. This equated to
a return period of 70 years for the link alone, i.e. without consideration of the
remaining HSR network.
Based on the analysis performed throughout this project, it was found that a link
through Wollongong, linking Sydney and Canberra, is a viable alternative to the
route proposed to pass through the Southern Highlands. The link could produce
a potential reduction in road traffic by 33% to 58%, whilst increasing ridership
on railway by 26% to 44%. It could be a profitable form of public infrastructure
within 70 years, and it would create induce travel to the city of Wollongong and
surrounding towns.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Outline of Study
This project aims to determine whether or not the Australian Government should
include in their High Speed Rail (HSR) Network, a link between Sydney and
Wollongong, two of the largest cities on the east coast of Australia. This project
looked at other countries that introduced HSR as an alternate form of travel, what
socioeconomic factors contributed to HSR implementation, possible ridership for
the link and how it can be incorporated into the current proposal.
The completion of this project resulted in a deeper understanding of the method-
ologies employed by Transport Engineers in evaluating new and existing travel
routes for both private vehicles, and public transport, whilst also contributing to
a greater understanding of project costs and the elements involved.
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1.2 Background
On 11 April 2013, the Australian Government released a ‘phase 2’ Report of it’s
High Speed Rail Study which was a considerably broader and deeper look at the
demand and cost estimates produced from the phase 1 report (released 4 August
2011).
This report outlines the proposed concept network which will link Brisbane, Syd-
ney, Canberra, Melbourne and several large regional centres. The preferred align-
ment includes the four capital city stations, four city-peripheral stations, and sta-
tions located at the Gold Coast, Casino, Grafton, Coffs Harbour, Port Macquarie,
Taree, Newcastle, Central Coast, Southern Highlands, Wagga Wagga, Albury-
Wodonga and Shepparton.
The report proposed an optimal staging that would see the Sydney-Canberra,
Canberra-Melbourne line start construction in 2027 and 2032 respectively, with
approximately 8 years allowed for construction time. The Brisbane-Sydney link
is proposed to start at the completion of the Sydney-Canberra link in 2037. The
report estimates that the total cost of the network is AUD$114 billion (2012). It
also predicts, should the passenger projections be met, the HSR network could
generate sufficent revenue to meet operating costs. It suggests that the return on
investment would be small, thus indicating the project to be largely government
funded.
1.3 The Problem
The proposal shows the line running from Sydney-Canberra-Melbourne via the
Southern Highlands which is mainly made up of small regional towns such as
Moss Vale and Bowral, completely bypassing the city of Wollongong, located 80
km south of Sydney. Located in an appendix of the report is a small section
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stating that the financial viability of constructing a Sydney-Wollongong is not
feasible. The aim of this report is to investigate this claim and make reasonable
comparisons with current international HSR projects.
This report will also touch on possible reasons why HSR hasn’t already been
introduced, and constructed in Australia through socio-economic analysis with
other countries who already have HSR operational. A strategic/concept design
has been completed exploring the possible ways in which the Sydney-Wollongong
link could be incorporated into the proposed HSR network. Finally, this report has
attempted to bring everything together in a Cost-Benefit analysis to determine the
impact the link would have on the social and economic value to the community.
1.4 Research Objectives
The preliminary objectives of this report is to investigate the reason why the
Australian government has decided not to construct a high-speed rail line between
Sydney and Wollongong in their high speed rail proposal. To determine reasons
for or against the link, a number of tasks had to be completed as identified in the
scope of the project.
1. Research current and developing technology in conventional, very fast, and
high speed rail
2. Investigate/research the socio-economic differences between Australia and
international countries to examine the reason why high speed rail has not
been implemented in Australia
3. Collect and analyse data to forecast the potential inter-urban passenger
demand a Sydney-Wollongong link may have
4. Examine the impact a high speed rail may have on traditional transportation
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5. Complete a concept design that incorporates the link in with the Govern-
ments proposal: Spur line and through line
6. Complete a Cost-Benefit analysis on the concept designs to highlight why/why
not the link would be beneficial to the public
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Railway System Terminology
The word ‘system’ refers to a set of things that each perform a certain role to
achieve a desired outcome. The railway system can be separated in three subsys-
tems which include:
• the vehicle
• the wheel-rail interface
• the track structure
2.1.1 Vehicle Subsystem
The rolling stock, more commonly referred to as trains, consist of two types of
vehicles: a power-car and the wagons. The power-car enables the train to operate,
while the wagons are the vehicles used to carry passengers or freight. Modern
rolling stock usually utilise electricity (whether its in-rail or overhead), or diesel
engines.
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Conventional trains typically have triple axle bogies for the power-car with either
triple, double or single axle bogies for the wagons. The bogie is defined as the
undercarriage assembly that incorporates the train wheels, suspension, brakes,
and traction motors (in powered bogies).
There are two main types of bogies, one with and the other without primary
suspension. The suspension system is typically made of coil springs that minimise
impact and enhance stability. The bogies usually used for passenger transport
contain primary suspension. This aids in improving the lateral stability of the
wagons and significantly improves ride quality. Figure 2.1 shows the components
of a typical bogie.
Figure 2.1: Typical bogie (Railway Technical, 2014)
2.1.2 Wheel-Rail Interface
The connection between the train and the track through the wheel-rail interface
is an important factor for safe operation of trains. The shape of the wheels is such
that the wheel profile is conical in nature, with a flange incorporated to provide
safety from derailment; the flange should not touch the rails. Additionally, the
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rail head is curved slightly and angled slightly inwards to assist with tracking of
the wheels. Figure 2.2 shows the interaction between the wheels and rail on a
straight section of track. On a curved section of track, the outside wheel flange
Figure 2.2: Wheel-rail interaction on straight sections of rail (Railway Technical,
2014)
will move closer to the track while the inside wheel will move further away, as
shown in Figure 2.3. To assist with overcoming some of the mechanical problems
that arise with rigid wheelset bogies, the wheelsets may be steerable allowing
easier transition between straights and curves. However this also introduces a
greater stress on the bogie frame.
2.1.3 Track Structure
Throughout Australia, the typical track structure is a ballasted track. However
other systems are available. The main components of a ballasted track is the
superstructure and the substructure. The superstructure consists of the rails, fas-
teners, pads and sleepers, while the substructure consists of the ballast, subballast,
or capping layer, and the subgrade or formation. Figure 2.4 shows a typical cross
2.1 Railway System Terminology 8
Figure 2.3: Wheel-rail interaction on curved sections of rail (Railway Technical,
2014)
section of a ballast track. The rails are the longitudinal members that guide the
Figure 2.4: Typical cross section of a ballast track
train wheels. Their role is to serve as beams that transfer the concentrated wheel
loads to the support sleepers without excessive deflection. Fasteners are used
to restrain the rail on the sleeper and resist vertical, lateral, longitudinal and
overturning moments of the rails. The pads are required to seat the rail on the
sleeper, damping induced wheel vibrations. The sleepers are beams that tie the
two rails together and transfer the load from the rails to the substructure. They
also provide a cant to the rails to help develop proper rail-wheel contact.
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The Ballast is a layer of stone that supports the sleepers. It assists in track
stability and distributing loads evenly over the subgrade. It is also the component
of the substructure that anchors the superstructure in place, preventing it against
lateral, vertical and longitudinal movement. The subballast, or capping layer is a
broadly graded material that assists in reducing stress at the bottom of the ballast
layer, to manageable levels for the subgrade. Finally, the subgrade distributes the
resultant load from the train into the natural formation.
2.2 Development of High Speed Rail
Developed in the second half of the 20th century, High-speed railway (HSR) has
been regarded as one of the most significant technological breakthroughs in pas-
senger transportation (Campos and de Rus, 2009). At the beginning of 2013,
there was approximately 15,600 km of HSR lines in the world providing high-
speed services to passengers willing to pay for shorter travel times and quality
improvements in rail transport.
There is no single definition for what constitutes high speed in terms of railway.
High speed can relate to the infrastructure capability to support high speed,
the rolling stock capability to achieve high speed and/or the operational speed
achieved. The European Union (EU) definition is 250 km/h for dedicated new
lines and 200 km/h for upgraded lines in respect of the infrastructure capabilities
(Givoni, 2006).
2.2.1 High Speed Rail in Asia
Japan
In 1964, the Japanese Tokaido Shinkansen was the first dedicated HSR to be built,
coinciding with the 1964 Summer Olympics in Toyko. Construction of the line
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began in April 1959 under president Shinji Sogo and chief engineer Hideo Shima.
Once completed, the line connected Tokyo and Shin-Osaka (515.4 km) with the
first train travelling on the line on 1 October 1964 reaching a speed of 210 km/h
taking 4 hrs to complete the journey; which was later reduced to 3 hrs 10 minutes
in 1965. The Shinkansen track was built using standard gauge rail (1435 mm
between inside edge of rails) instead of the narrow gauge (1067 mm) already in
use for conventional rail due to the mountainous terrain. The reason for this
decision was based on the fact that it had more upgrade potential. The estimated
construction cost for the Shinkansen is between e 30.9 and e 40 million (2005)
per km.
The initial success for Tokaido Shinkansen began immediately due to completion
coinciding with the 1964 Tokyo Summer Olympics. The service reached the 100
million passenger mark in less than 3 years in July 1967, and one billion passengers
in 1976. In 1992, with an average of 23,000 passengers per hour per direction, the
Tokaido Shinkansen is the world’s busiest HSR line (Okada, 1994).
Due to the high population density of Japan, it is no surprise then that the
population density along the line is also high. Therefore, strict regulations were
imposed for noise and vibration. The noise emitted by a train can come from
multiple sources such as wheel on rail and the pantograph rolling on the trolley
line. The noise level limit placed on the Shinkansen was 70dB(A) for residential
areas, and 75 dB(A) for commercial areas.
The technology employed in the Shinkansen, uses advanced technology (compared
to conventional rail) to achieve not only high speeds, but higher standards of safety
and comfort. The routing of Shinkansen was built without road level crossings,
tunnels (30% of the Shinkansen lines run through tunnels, (Okada, 1994)) and
viaducts to go through or over obstacles and adopts a minimum curve radius of
4000 m. The track it self uses continuous welded rail and Swingnose crossing
points to eliminate gaps at turnouts, with long rails joined by expansion joints to
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minimise gauge fluctuations due to thermal effects.
The system utilises an Automatic Train Control (ATC) for signalling which elim-
inates the need for trackside signals. An overhead power supply of 25,000 V (AC)
is used and distributed along the axles of the train to reduce heavy axle loads
under single power cars. The ridership of Shinkansen as of 2007 was 353 million
over its 6 lines, with 151 million utilising the Tokaido line.
China
As of December 2012, China took the lead of having the longest HSR network
in the world, with over 10,000 km network, including the 2,298 km Beijing-
Guangzhou line. Compared to the Japanese Shinkansen, the Chinese HSR in
relatively young, with the first service being offered in April, 2007. Even with
this fact in mind, the daily ridership has grown from 237,000 in 2007, to 1.33
million in 2012, making it a very strong rival of the Tokaido Shinkansen line.
China’s HSR network consists of upgrades to existing conventional tracks, con-
struction of new HSR tracks (passenger designated), and the worlds first high-
speed commercial magnetic levitation (MAGLEV) line. The commercial MA-
GLEV line used technology purchased from Germany’s TransRapid and was only
built for a distance of 30.5km, connecting Shanghai Pudong International Airport
with the city. Reason for such a short length of line, despite its high speed, is
due to its high cost (believed to have been $1.3 billion [2001], partially funded by
the German government), the German’s refusal to share technology, and concerns
about safety. Mean while, conventional track HSR technology was being tested
on a newly built 405 km section of standard gauge, dual-track, electrified line. In
2002 a domestically made DJF2 train set a record of 292.8 km/h which was later
broken by the DJJ2 ‘China Star’ setting the record at 321 km/h
Although the Chinese produced high speed trains (HST) set records, they were
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insufficiently reliable for commercial operation. Therefore, China turned to other
advanced technology abroad that was suitable for its planned network. Initially,
the Japanese Shinkansen system was to be adopted, however Chinese citizens
anger over the Japanese atrocities during World War II extinguished that idea.
In June 2004, China solicited bids to make 200 high speed train sets that can
run 200 km/h. Alstom of France, Bombardier Transportation in Germany and
Japan’s Kawasaki were all awarded portions of the contract. As part of this
contract, technology transfer between the companies and China was built in,
allowing China to build a considerable degree of self-sufficiency, capability to
produce key parts and improvising upon foreign design.
In July 2011, two high speed trains collided in the Lucheng District of Wenzhou,
Zhejiang Province. The accident occurred when one train was struck by lightening,
lost power and stalled. This caused signals to malfunction, causing another train
to rear-end the stalled train. Several carriages were de-railed with ∼40 deaths and
192 people hospitalised. Following this incident, Chinese government suspended
new railway projects and launched extensive safety checks on existing equipment.
It reduced the line speed from 350 km/h to 300 km/h and saw ridership reduced
from 151 million to 30 million (Qiao, 2013).
Korea
The Korea High Speed Rail Construction Authority (KHSRCA) started construc-
tion of the Seoul-Busan Gyeongbu High Speed Railway (in 2 separate phases) on
June 30, 1992, which was intended for use as a test track; the Seoul-Busan axis
represented 73% of South Korea’s population in 1995, along with 70% of freight
traffic and 66% of passenger traffic. The construction cost of the Korea Train
eXpress (KTX) is estimated to be e 34.2 million (2005) per km (Campos and
de Rus, 2009).
To supply the core system, three competitors placed bids to win the contract
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which included the rolling stock, catenary and signalling. The award was given
to France’s Alsthom whom are one of the builders of France’s TGV trains. The
technology adopted in Korea was almost identical to that of France’s TGV system
with track-related design specification meeting a design speed of 350 km/h.
With the initial trainset based on the TGV, the South Korean government formed
an alliance between itself, universities and private companies to develop a domestic
trainset for the KTX, known as project G7 (Lee and Moon, 2005). The project
resulted in a system which transferred the TGV technology, but used advanced
technology for new motors, power electronics and braking systems. With the train
initially labelled as the NG-KTX, it could reach a maximum speed of 350 km/h
which composed of 7 cars. Currently, research is under way to develop another
commercial derivative of the KTX to reach a targeted top speed of 370 km/h.
Within the first 100 days of operation, the KTX received only half of the original
expectations of ridership. A daily average of 70,250 people (47%) was recorded
on the 100th day, earning revenue of ∼2.11 billion, 54% of the targeted income
(Chung-il, 2009). Within 3 years and 21 days (2007) of operation, 100,000,000
passengers were recorded with a cumulative income of USD$2.78 trillion. By the
following year, the KTX revenue hit USD$898 million, while costs were USD$654
million, giving a revenue-cost of USD$243 million; making KTX more profitable
than conventional rail(Mun, 2010).
Taiwan
Located in the western Pacific between Japan and the Philippines, Taiwan is an
island with a total area of about 36,200 km2, approximately 394 km long and
144 km wide (at its widest point). The most densely populated city in Taiwan
is Kaohsiung in the south, followed by Taipei in the north; almost 70% of its
population is located along the western corridor (Cheng, 2010).
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Due to the growing traffic congestion along the heavily traveled western corridor
(car travel took approximately 6–8 hours during peak), the Taiwanese government
engaged the services of a private company (Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation,
THSRC) to build and maintain the HSR network (THSR) under a 35 year con-
tract. This contract also enabled THSRC to construct and operate commercial
developments on adjacent land near the HSR stations for 50 years. The reason
for privatising the HSR system was due to lack of government finances (Cheng,
2010).
Since its inception in January of 2007, the THSRC performs 140 runs from Taipei
to Kaohsiung every day with a fleet of 30 trainsets, with a travel time of 2 hrs.
The THSRC offers reserved and non-reserved seating at different fare prices to
encourage ridership. The unreserved seats account for 40% of the ridership on
weekdays, and 50% on weekends (Cheng, 2010).
Initially, ridership was low compared to forecasts, but grew from less than 40,000
passengers per day (2007), to over 129,000 passengers per day in 2013. The
network hit 100 million passengers in its third year of operation, followed by 200
million passengers 2 years later (Taiwan High Speed Rail Corporation, 2009). This
large increase in ridership saw revenue for the THSR in its fifth year. Taiwan’s
HSR cost a total of e 39.5 million (2005) per km (Campos and de Rus, 2009).
The THSR has only experienced one incident since its inauguration. On 12 April
2013, suspicious luggage was discovered in a toilet in one of the cabins; complaints
to the driver were received following the detection of a strange odour. The luggage
was later confirmed to have contained explosive compounds, with the suspects
arrested 5 days later (Shan, 2013).
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2.2.2 High Speed Rail in Europe
France
The French first began operation of the Train a` Grande Vitesse (TGV) in 1981,
running on lines known as Ligne a´ Grande Vitesse (LGV), nearly 17 years after the
introduction of the Japanese Shinkansen. Although it resembled the Shinkansen
in purpose, it differed in design philosophy (Givoni, 2006).
In 1981, the inaugural service between Paris and Lyon on the LGV Sud-Est line
was launched. The design principles were based on (Arduin and Ni, 2005; Vick-
erman, 1997):
• dedicated passenger line
• compatibility with existing railway network
• high frequency operations with short journey times
Compatibility with existing network allows the TGV to run on conventional tracks
which service city centres, leading to a significant reduction in costs.
These principles proved to be right, making it possible to reduce construction
costs of new lines, achieve high operating speeds of 240 - 270 km/h (even break-
ing the world wheel-on-rail speed at 515.3 km/h in 1990),optimizing capacity of
new TGV lines, reduction in maintenance and operating costs of new lines and
rolling stock, and freeing up freight capacities on existing conventional lines (Ar-
duin and Ni, 2005). Construction costs for the first TGV in 1981 required e 4.7
million, however, the TGV Me´diterrane´e required an investment of e 12.9 million.
However, the differences in cost was largely due to the terrain and characteristics
of each project. Overall, the TGV cost between e 19 and e 23 million (2005) per
km.
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On a daily basis, 250,000 passengers exploit the TGV, with yearly figures totalling
90 million. By the end of 2003, more than 1 billion passengers were recorded, in-
dicating the success of the TGV. For the Paris-Lyon (LGV Sud-Est) line, total
rail passengers increased from 12.5 million in 1980, to 22.9 million in 1992, with
18.9 million being TGV passengers. Most of this ridership came from air traffic
which halved between 1980 and 1984. Similarly, car traffic volumes on the mo-
torway running parallel to the line was virtually stagnant between 1981 and 1985
(Vickerman, 1997).
The track design for the TGV has historically been 4,000 m radius curves, however
a minimum radii of 7,000 m is now being employed on new lines to allow for
future increases in speed. The LGVs have incorporated steeper gradients than
normally accepted based on the premise that the high power/weight and adhesive
weight/total weight ratios of the TGVs allows them to climb much steeper grades
than conventional trains; the Paris-Sud-Est LGV has grades of up to 3.5%.
Germany
Officially inaugurated in May 1991, the Intercity-Express (ICE) is the system
adopted by Germany and its neighbouring countries. With ∼250 trainsets, there
are 5 different versions in use which are made and produced by a consortium led
by German companies Bombardier and Siemens.
Unlike the TGV or Shinkansen systems, the ICE system was integrated into Ger-
many’s pre-existing system of railway lines to overcome network bottlenecks. Al-
though this leads to a reduction in cost for existing networks, new lines have
been much more expensive due to difficult terrain leading to a high proportion of
tunnels. Another costly feature is that new lines have been designed to cater for
freight trains, requiring foundations with increased load bearing capacities. The
construction costs for the German ICE system resulted in approximately e 28 to
e 33 million (2005) per km (Campos and de Rus, 2009).
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In the first 5 years of operation, ICE passengers more than double from 10 million
to nearly 23 million, with 28% of this traffic accounting for long distance revenue
(Vickerman, 1997). It is estimated that only 12% of this traffic is diverted from
road and air, and would suggest that the ICE is not nearly as successful as the
French TGV due to its patchy introduction.
Italy
Currently, Italy consists of 2 lines connecting most of its major cities. The first
HSR route, the Direttissima, opened in 1977 connecting the cities of Florence and
Rome. The line designated speed was 250 km/h, achieving an end-to-end journey
time of ∼90 minutes (average speed of 200 km/h). The trainset employed by
the Italian HSR is provided by Trenitalia and privately owned Nuovo Trasporto
Viaggiatori (NTV) and known as Elettro Treno Rapido (ETR).
With Italy adopting a solution similar to Germany, investment in new lines was
only required to overcome difficult stretches of the route. Because of this, early
technology made use of tilting trains to enable higher speeds on existing tracks
prior to the introduction of High Speed Trains (HST) on new dedicated track.
The cost of the first HSR in Italy was approximately e 25.5 million (2005) per
km, however subsequent construction resulted in cost of e 65.8 million (2005) per
km, the highest HSR cost worldwide (Campos and de Rus, 2009).
Spain
The Alta Velocidad Espan˜ola (AVE) is run and operated by the Spanish national
railway company, Renfe Operadora. The first line was opened in 1992 connecting
the cities of Madrid, Co´rdoba and Seville using a standard gauge, dedicated line.
In June 2013, 165km of high speed infrastructure between Aldacete and Alacant
entered service, making the Spanish network the second largest in the world, and
largest in Europe, at 3,100 km (Railway Gazette).
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Rather than developing its own technology, Spain bought foreign technology tak-
ing advantage of the French TGV trainset and the German signalling system
(Vickerman, 1997). However, unlike the TGV, the AVE cannot provide a through
service due to the difference in gauge between the new HSR lines (standard gauge)
and the old conventional lines (broad gauge). Therefore, trains with adjustable
bogies have been utilised to maintain these through services. This type of con-
struction resulted in, what could be considered, a low construction cost of ap-
proximately e 7.8 million to e 20 million (2005) per km (Campos and de Rus,
2009).
Within 2 years of its initial service, the AVE reached 3.55 million passenger (whilst
still successful, volumes are small compared to the TGV), taking an estimated 32%
from air traffic, 25% from car and 14% from conventional rail. Overall, air traffic
suffered a massive 60% reduction in volume (Vickerman, 1997).
When comparison of the existing HSR currently in operation in Europe and Asia
(with the exception of China), the cost of constructing new infrastructure is in
the range of e 9 and e 39 million (2005), with the average being e 18 million
(2005) per km. The overall cost of the infrastructure is largely determined by the
environment, and how the system is incorporated with the existing network.
2.3 HSR Integration
Highlighted in the previous sections are systems already in use worldwide. From
each system, it can be seen that HSR can be incorporated into the existing net-
work in different ways. Figure 2.5 shows how HSR can be incorporated with
conventional rail. The models can be summarized as (Campos and de Rus, 2009):
• The exclusive model has complete separation between HSR and conven-
tional rail. It has been adopted by the Japanese Shinkansen due to existing
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infrastructure reaching its capacity. This model enables fully independent
services, which proved to be a valuable asset when the Japanese public op-
erator went bankrupt, privatizing the network
• The mixed high speed model allows HSTs to run on either HSR lines, or
upgrades sections of conventional lines. This model can be seen in the French
TGV, resulting in reduced construction costs.
• The mixed conventional model permits conventional trains to run on HSR
lines, which can be seen in the Spanish AVE. The main advantage of this
model is savings in the acquisition of rolling stock, plus reduction in mainte-
nance costs and the flexibility to provide ‘intermediate’ high speed services.
• The fully mixed model allows for maximum flexibility, however tends to have
a significant increase in maintenance costs. This model has been adopted
by the German ICE system, as well as the Rome-Florence line in Italy.
Figure 2.5: HSR models according to the relationship with conventional services
(Campos and de Rus, 2009).
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2.4 Current High Speed Train Technology
Modern HST utilises the same basic technology of steel wheel on steel rail, similar
to that of the first trains in the 19th century. However, technological advances in
all aspects of train engineering have allowed commercial running speeds greater
than 200 km/h. According to the Internation Union of Railways (2014), the
standard for new HSR lines is higher at 350 km/h, the official maximum speed
on the Madrid-Barcelona line. Even though higher speeds could be achieved
with more power, it leads to higher centrifugal forces (increased discomfort for
passengers), the fast moving vehicles severely damage the tracks, and the inability
for the tracks to support the running speed of the train (Givoni, 2006).
With this in mind, train and track stability and passenger comfort are not the only
technological challenge for HSR. The ability to stop safely, avoid sharp increase
in operating and maintenance costs, and avoid increases in noise and vibration to
adjacent land, are also main factors.
The solution, in most cases, was to build tracks avoiding tights curves, an in-
crease in bogie axle distance to increase stability and placing the bogies between
carriages to reduce the overall weight by halving the number of required bogies.
Improvement was made to stability by preventing cars from pivoting away from
one another on curves, the aerodynamics of the train was designed to reduce the
drag, and shaped in a way that limited noise and vibration.
Another main technological advancement for HSR was the introduction of auto-
matic signalling. This enabled the train to automatically decelerate, should the
system detect danger ahead leading to improvements in safety. The signalling
systems also lead to a reduction in construction costs, eliminating the need for
roadside signals, all of which are fully contained within the drivers cabin (Givoni,
2006).
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Some of the most common characteristics for the rolling stock of HST include:
• Self-propelled, fixed compositions and bi-directional
• High level of technology
• Limited axle load of 11 to 17 tons for 300 km/h
• High traction power (approx. 11 to 24 kW/ton)
• Optimised aerodynamic shape
• In-cab signalling system/s
• Several braking system
• High level of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS)
Many of these features allow HST to accelerate from 0 to 30 km/h over a distance
of 10 to 20 km, with an operating speed of 300 km/h resulting in 1 km of travel
taking 12 seconds or 5 km taking 1 minute, and a braking distance of 4.7 km when
travelling at 300 km/h.
2.5 Cost of HSR
Building new HSR infrastructure involves three major types of costs according to
Internation Union of Railways (2014); Campos and de Rus (2009). They are:
1. Planning and Land costs
2. Infrastructure building costs
3. Superstructure costs
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Planning and Land Costs
This cost includes feasibility studies, both technical and economic, technical de-
sign, and land acquisition, which has legal and administrative costs. Often, these
costs represent between 5% and 10% of the total costs, however, some projects
have shown that these costs can be substantially more.
Infrastructure building costs
This includes all costs related to ground/soil preparation and platform building,
i.e. the substructure. This amount varies widely but can account for 10% to
25% of the projects costs. In some cases where singular solutions exist, such as
viaducts, bridge or tunnels, this cost can easily double up to about 40% to 50%;
generally in more technically difficult projects and challenging terrain.
Superstructure costs
This relates to all rail-specific elements such as the guide-way or tracks, signalling
systems, and catenary. Individually, each of these elements represent between 5%
and 10% of the total investment.
However, the overall cost of a project is largely contingent on the infrastructure to
be built and the pre-existing infrastructure (see figure 2.5). Resulting from this,
Internation Union of Railways (2014); Campos and de Rus (2009) have identified
at least five types of HSR projects. They are:
1. Large corridors isolated from other line, e.g. Madrid-Seville AVE
2. Network integrated large corridors, e.g. Paris-Lille integrated with Paris-
Lyon and the TGV
3. Smaller extensions of exsiting corridors, e.g. Madrid-Toledo or Lyon-Valence
(developed to serve nearby medium-sized cities; the premise behind this
report)
4. Large singular projects, e.g. the Eurotunnel or bridge over Messina Strait
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5. Smaller projects complementing the conventional network (includes links
between airports and cities), e.g. German ICE or Italian ETR
Once built, costs for HSR then fall under two categories, a)those related to ex-
ploitation and maintenance and b)those related to provision of transport services
using that infrastructure (Campos and de Rus, 2009). The Internation Union of
Railways (2010) has shown that the average cost (in Europe) for a new HS line
is e12–30 million per km (2010), with Maintenance costs of e70,000 (2010) per
year for the same length of track. Similarly, a new HST (350 seats) is between
e20–25 million (2010), with a maintenance cost of e1 million (2010) per year; for
a train travelling 500,000 km/year)
In light of all this, HSR can offer several beneficial services. These include:
• Frequency
• Accessibility
• Comfort
• Attractive travel time (door to door)
• Reliability
• Price
• Safety
2.6 Viability of HSR
From the previous sections outlining HSR networks in other countries, we can
develop a model that looks at the viability of constructing a new HSR line. To
begin with, there are several independent variables that exist that will have a
considerable impact on the planning stages. These include:
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1. Population; success of the HSR line/network largely depends on the rider-
ship
2. Economy; it must be financially viable
3. Network congestion; there must be a need for it, e.g. to ease existing network
congestion
4. Distance and travel time between population centres
5. Environment; this will dictate the route selection along with location of
population centres
6. Government; government policies affect infrastructure projects
One of the main reasons for the construction of the first HSR line was to increase
route capacity, which continues to be the reason for most HSR developments. The
purpose of the HSR line then becomes a supplement to existing infrastructure by
freeing capacity for freight and regional passenger services.
Another reason, is the reduction in travel time, although not the main reason.
The ability of HSR to reduce travel time largely depends on the average speed
achieved which is affected by the number of stops, and different speeds along a
route. Therefore route selection plays an important role in the development of
HSR.
The attractiveness of HSR services also depends on the demand. As a result,
most HSR lines are placed along routes with dense and dominant cities (largely
in terms of population and employment).
Gonza´lez-Savignat (2004) observed that on relatively short routes, private vehi-
cle was the most dominant mode of transport, before the introduction of HSR
services. By introducing HSR lines along densely populated routes, particularly
over short distances and a significant reduction in travel time, the HSR service
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would become a more viable alternative to private vehicle transport. Over larger
distances, if HSR stations were located at city centres, it has been shown that
HSR is a good substitute to air travel (which is largely dependant on the average
speed of the train).
As a result of the change in modal share, from cars and aircraft to HSR, the effect
on the environment would also reduce. Fewer car trips to and from major city
centres as well as a reduction in the number of air fares and scheduled flights,
would see a reduction in the consumption of fuels such as diesel. It could, then,
be argued that this would then lead to an increase in electricity production and
therefore the consumption of other fuels such as coal. Fortunately, electricity
could be produced by other means (hydroelectric, solar) thus further reducing the
overall impact on the environment.
The only negative impacts that many people may believe to be socially unaccept-
able include air pollution, noise pollution and land use (or the visual impact to
the environment). However, a publication released by Internation Union of Rail-
ways (2010) summarises and compares these impacts with other modes of travel.
Figure 2.6 shows a comparison between private vehicles and public transport and
the cost each one has to the environment. In terms of climate change, air trans-
port has the largest contribution with HSR having the lowest. In terms of air
and noise pollution, private vehicles have a larger impact than HSR. And if we
compare accidents and the cost they have to the community, private vehicles are
the most expensive.
Comparing CO2 emission, Internation Union of Railways (2010) estimates that
HSR produces 4 kg of CO2 emissions per 100 passenger-kilometres, whereas pri-
vate vehicle and air transport produce 14 and 17 respectively. If we compare land
use and visual impact between motorways and HSR (see Figure 2.7), we can see
that HSR theoretically takes up less room, whilst still maintaining the same ca-
pacity of a motorway; in Europe, the average high speed line uses 3.2 ha/km, and
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Figure 2.6: Average external costs (2010 values) (Internation Union of Railways,
2010).
the average motorway uses 9.3 ha/km. Sometimes, with the construction of HSR,
there is an opportunity to upgrade or renovate the existing landscape, reducing
visual impact.
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Land use
Due to high speed rail’s very high transport 
capacity, the land needed for the large 
traffic volumes carried is much reduced.
as an example, some land use 
ratios
>  An average high speed line uses 3.2ha/km
> An average motorway uses 9.3ha/km
In addition, the impact on land use can be 
significantly reduced if new high speed lines 
are laid out parallel to existing motorways 
(where layout parameters permit).
examples of parallel layouts
>  Paris - Lyon (1981 - 1983) 60km (14%)
>  Paris - Lille (1993) 135km (41%)
>  Cologne - Frankfurt (2002) 140km (71%)
>  Milan - Bologna (2008) 130km (72%)
The construction of a new high speed line is 
sometimes a good opportunity to upgrade 
and renovate spaces and landscapes.
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Figure 2.7: Comparisons in land use (Internation Union of Railways, 2010).
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Finally, Givoni (2006) states that, to justify a HSR line, the demand for it must be
between 12 million and 15 million passengers per year between two urban centres.
Even though many line deviate from this, it holds true especially if the HSR line is
to become profitable. However, based on existing evidence, the investment in HSR
services should not be supported on the expectations for economic development.
The rationale should therefore become one of better serving the public through
improved transport.
From all the information that has been presented so far, the development of a HSR
line can be represented by a simple conceptual model. That is, the development
of a HSR network is a function of current congestion, population density of the
country, cost of the network, distance between major urban centres, environmental
factors, and the technology available. Mathematically:
HSR Development = f(Network Congestion, Population Density,
Cost, Distance, Environment, Technology)
(2.1)
2.7 Alignment Design Criteria
With the specification of design criteria, it is important to select conservative
values in the early stages of the design, which allow them to be refined at later
stages. Selection of desirable, minimum and exceptional criteria ensures that the
design stays within the minimum standard. The main goal with the selection of
the criteria is that of passenger comfort and safety. The track alignment typically
consists of three geometrical elements:
1. straight flat sections of track: these sections are the simplest and easiest to
build
2. horizontal alignment: curves, cant and transitions
3. vertical alignment: gradient and vertical curves
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Literature produced by Esveld (2001) and Lindahl (2001), demonstrate/detail
the principles behind the geometric alignment for conventional and high-speed
railways. Section 4.3 will go into more detail about the design requirements for a
HSR line.
Chapter 3
Methodolgy
The following sections highlight and discuss the reasons how the problem defined
in Chapter 1 will be broken down and analysed to arrive at a feasible solution.
While there may be many ways to look at the problem, the one chosen for the
purpose of this paper is to expand on the concepts and principles learned during
the literature review, the course of my engineering studies, and apply them to real
world situations. While the literature review presented in the previous chapter
presents where other countries are in terms of High Speed Transport, the following
chapters will attempt to justify why Australia should get on board, and why the
proposed high speed rail route should include the city of Wollongong.
3.1 Socioeconomics
Socioeconomics allows an engineer to look at several different communities on a
single level.It provides an analyst with a perspective of how different communities
compare to each other, and draw reasonable conclusion about why/why not cer-
tain things may have been implemented. The socioeconomic research undertaken
in this paper, is to enable us to come to a feasible solution as to why a High Speed
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Rail line has not yet been implemented in Australia. The findings provide a brief
overview of how Australia compares with other successful countries, in terms of
social and economic factors, and presents an interpretation of the results. Al-
though socioeconomics factors can guide us to an answer, it can not offer a full
solution.
3.2 Travel Demand
Stated in the previous chapter, a study performed by Givoni (2006), revealed
that for a new HSR infrastructure project to be successful, the demand should
be between 12 and 15 million passengers annually. The travel demand modelling
presented later will attempt to estimate, or predict, from existing figures, how
the general public would react to the implementation of a proposed infrastructure
development through the city of Wollongong. The modelling will reveal whether
or not the proposal can be justified, and if it could be profitable. As such, the
figures predicted in the travel demand modelling, will be used to determine the
revenue that the link could potentially create.
3.3 HSR and its Competition
A study completed by De Rus (2012) showed that HSR could hold majority of
the market share, once active. Therefore, this report takes a brief look at how
high speed rail could, or has, impacted on other modes of transportation. While
the distance between Wollongong and Sydney is only short, this section will talk
about how high speed rail has affected transportation over both short and long
distances.
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3.4 Alignment Design and Costing
The final, and probably one of the most important parts of any transport infras-
tructure project (according to Esveld (2001) Lindahl (2001)) is, where will it go,
and what will it cost? The final two chapters of this paper will attempt to offer
a strategic route for the Sydney - Wollongong link, and provide costings for the
strategic route identified. The strategic route will adopt the principles presented
by Esveld (2001), and incorporate minimum and ideal figures that were recom-
mended by Internation Union of Railways (2010). The costings will also be based
on studies completed by Internation Union of Railways (2010) and Campos and
de Rus (2009), to look at a probable return period for the capital investment, or
a benefit-cost analysis.
3.5 Data Collection and Analysis
The data collected to facilitate the completion of this paper has been taken from
several resources. First, the data used to create the travel demand models was
taken from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, along with example models
provided by persons employed within this organisation. Secondly, data used to
create the HSR strategic alignment, was provided by the Road and Maritime
Services. Finally, most of the costing data was taken the reports produced by
AECOM, and its partners, to produce the overall proposal.
Chapter 4
Analysis
4.1 Socioeconomics
The term socio-economic refers to, or is concerned with the social and economic
factors of a community. In order to compare the Australian community with
that of Europe and Asia, key social and economic factors must be defined. These
include:
• Income
• Housing and market
• Employment
• Occupation
• Education
The countries chosen for the analysis were taken from countries with existing
HSR infrastructure, ideally from different parts of the world, and with different
cultures. As such, it was chosen to do an analysis with Spain (an example of
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mixed conventional), Germany (an example of mixed high-speed) and Taiwan (an
example of exclusive).
4.1.1 Australia
Officially known as the commonwealth of Australia, it comprises the mainland of
Australian continent, the island of Tasmania and numerous smaller islands. It is
the world’s sixth-largest country by total area.
According to Trading Economics (2014), the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), the
total dollar value of all goods and services produced over a specific time period,
was estimated to be USD$ 1,520.60 billion (or USD$ 37,228.20 per capita) for the
financial year 2012; this value represents 2.45% of the worlds economy. Compared
to the previous year, this value represents a growth of 2.8%, up 0.5% from the
previous years growth rate. The Australian Government debt as a percentage of
GDP in 2012 was 22.9%. This value has since reduced to 20.48% in 2014. These
values indicate that Australia’s economy and standards of living are among the
highest in the world.
Demographics
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (2013) recorded a total of 21,507,717 people
living in Australia in the census year 2011, with a population growth by 1.8% dur-
ing the year ending September 2013. It is currently estimated that the population
is approximately 23,235,800 people.
Within all states and territories, the population growth tended to occur in outer
suburbs, inner cities, urban infill areas and coastal regions. Conversely, the ABS
states that the largest population declines in the 2012-13 period occurred in re-
gional areas, indicating population migration to more central areas such as cities.
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The centre of Australia’s population as of June 2013 was 29 km east of a small
service town known as Ivanhoe in western New South Wales (NSW); this shows
that the concentration of the Australian population is in south-east Australia.
Since 2003, the centre of population has migrated 27 km north-west reflecting a
rapid population growth in Queensland and Western Australia.
Education and Occupation
In 2011, approximately 30.2% of the population attended an educational institu-
tion. Table 4.1 shows a breakdown of the educational distribution for the year
2011 with a percentage change from 2006 figures. Australia boasts a literacy rate
of 99%, with 73% of people graduating from high school.
Table 4.1: Australian Educational Statistics (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013)
Education Students
Pre-school 332,844 5.1%
Primary 1,755,208 27.0%
Secondary 1,336,044 20.5%
Technical and Further Education 473,606 7.3%
University or other Tertiary 932,524 14.3%
Other 161,660 2.5%
Not Stated 1,511,694 23.2%
Total 6,503,580 –
There were approximately 6,367,554 people aged 16 – 65 (59.7%) reported to
have been working full-time, with 3,062,976 (28.7%) working part-time. A fur-
ther 627,797 (5.9%) people were away from work and 600,133 (5.6%) unemployed,
giving a total of 10,658,460 people currently in the labour force. The most common
occupation recorded included Professionals at 21.3% and Clerical and Adminis-
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trative Workers at 14.7%, i.e. office based personnel.
According to The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(2014), the average household net-adjusted disposable income per capita for Aus-
tralia is USD$ 31,397 per year. However, there is a considerable gap between
the richest and poorest, with the top 20% earning almost 6 times more than the
bottom 20%.
Housing and Market
The current belief is that there is a real estate bubble in the Australian housing
market. This is normally characterised by rapid increases in property valuations
until they reach unsustainable levels relative to income and rents. Over the past
decade, it seems that house prices have increased dramatically relative to income.
The market has seen a steady increase of 3% per annum, with spikes in growth
up to 6%. In Sydney between 2003 and 2010, house prices have increased from
$573,00 to roughly $671,500 (a massive 17% jump); per square meter, it would
cost ∼$7,440.88 in the city centres, or $4,962.97 outside city centre. There are
several factors that contribute to these increases, with the following being just a
few:
1. lowering of credit standards
2. low interest rates
3. limited government release of new land
4. plan area of a house increasing by ∼53%
5. taxation system that favours investors, not existing home owners
Australians spend approximately 20% of their gross adjusted disposable income
on maintaining housing with 90% of the population being satisfied with their
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current living arrangements (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, 2014).
4.1.2 Spain
Officially known as the Kingdom of Spain, its GDP in 2012 was USD$1,349 billion
(or USD$30,500 per capita). The debt of the Spanish government in the same
year was 70.5% of it’s GDP. This figure has subsequently risen to 93.9% of the
GDP. For the year the AVE was opened, the GDP of Spain was USD$560.4 billion
(USD$19,247.39 per capita) with the government debt to GDP being 45.4%
Demographics
In 1992, the year the AVE was opened, the Spanish population was approximately
39.068 million. In 2013 it was estimated that the population had grown to 47.371
million, corresponding to to a growth rate of ∼0.73% from the previous year.
Spain has a population density of 93 people per km2.
Education and Occupation
According to OECD, the labour force of Spain in 2012 was 23.05 million, with
21.1% of its population below the poverty line. Further to this, its unemployment
rate was estimated to be 21.7% in 2011 and 25.1% in 2012, an increase of 15.7%
in unemployment.
Below Higher Education in Spain, the system can be considered as 4 (compulsory)
levels: Pre-School [Educacio´n Infantil ], Primary School [Educacio´n Primaria],
Compulsory Secondary Education [Educacio´n Secundario Obligatoria (ESO)] and
Post-Compulsory Schooling [Bachillerato]. Higher education usually consists of
University studies, however students are able to take up vocational training. Table
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4.2 shows a breakdown of the number of students in each stage of the Educational
system in Spain; Spain’s current literacy rate is 97.7% with 53% of people grad-
uating from secondary education.
Table 4.2: Education Statistics for Spain
Education Students
Primary education 2,479,631 41.9%
Compulsory Secondary education 1,871,430 31.6%
Post-Secondary Education 1,566,013 26.5%
Total 5,917,074
The OECD also states that the average household net-adjusted disposable in-
come per capita is USD$22,799 per year, slightly less than the OECD average of
USD$23,938 per year. Similar to Australia, the top 20% of the population earn
more than 6 times more than the bottom 20%.
Housing and Market
Housing costs in Spain take up a large portion of the household budget which
represents the largest expenditure for many individuals and families. In Spain,
20% of their gross adjusted disposable income is spent on maintaining housing.
Further to this, the average home contains 1.9 rooms per person with 94% of the
population stating they are satisfied with their current living arrangements (The
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2014).
4.1.3 Germany
In 2012, the German economy boasted a massive USD$3,400 billion in GDP, which
saw a growth of 3.1% from the previous year. Its GDP per capita was estimated
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to be USD$37,479. Further to this, the government debt to GDP was 80% in 2012
and 78.4% in 2014. Similarly, in the year the ICE system was inaugurated (1991),
the GDP was USD$1,714.5 (USD$27,990.87 per capita) with a government debt
to GDP of ∼55.6% (1995 value due to incomplete data).
Demographics
In the year Germany inaugurated their first HSR line (1991), the population stood
at around 80.3 million followed by a rather large decline in the population due to
the amalgamation of East and West Germany. Today, the German population is
currently estimated to be at 80,996,685 with an equivalent population density of
227 per km2.
Education and Occupation
In 2013, the employment rate of Germany was above 73%, or 59.13 million people,
with its long-term unemployment rate sitting at 2.84%. Its official unemployment
rate was at 5.5%, which suggests, along with inflation rate and GDP values, that
Germany is in a healthy economic state of growth.
Further, the average household income was USD$28,799, with the top 20% being
USD$53,978 and the bottom 20% being USD$12,544. The average household
financial wealth was approximately USD$44,938, with 21% of this going to housing
expenditure. The average personal income was USD$39,593, with the top 20%
being USD$51,081 and bottom 20% being USD$23,625. Overall, the income in
Germany can be considered to be fairly high, with a large portion of this income
being disposable.
The education system in Germany differs slightly from Australia, with several
forms of higher education being available to the population. Overall though, both
systems offer a wide range of subjects, with students being able to continue their
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education with vocational training if they do not want to pursue a university
degree. Table 4.3 shows a breakdown of the student population.
Table 4.3: Education Statistics for Germany (2012)
Education Students
Pre-school 27,876 0.3%
Primary Education 2,746,379 24.4%
Secondary Education 2,219,449 19.7%
Grammar School 3,069,083 27.2%
Vocational 2,557,398 22.7%
Other 642,650 5.7%
Total 11,262,835 –
Housing and Market
For the German population, the cost of housing takes up, on average, 21% of
their gross adjusted disposable income. The average household contains 1.8 rooms
per person with 93% of the population being satisfied with their current living
arrangements (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
2014).
4.1.4 Taiwan
Officially known as the Republic of China, Taiwan has seen a quick industrialisa-
tion and rapid growth during the latter half of the 20th century. Its very strong
economy has seen the construction of the THSR which links the capital Taipei
and the the southern port city of Kaosiung (2007). In the first quarter of 2014, the
GDP of Taiwan was USD$473.97 billion (USD$20,281 per capita). These values
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indicate that the economic productivity levels and standard of living in Taiwan are
moderate. Similarly, comparing this to the year the THSR opened, the GDP was
USD$393.11 billion which was followed by a small decline in 2010 (USD$378.696
billion). Further to this, the GNP for Taiwan has seen a steady increase from just
under USD$102.3 billion in 2007, to just over NTD$137.4 billion at the end of
2013, an increase of approximately 34%. The government debt to GDP in 2012
was 34.8%, with it currently at 40.98% and 29.6% in 2007.
Demographics
In 2013 it was estimated that Taiwan’s population reached 23.37 million people,
with a population density of 648 people per km2. Comparing this to the year
the THSR was opened (22.96 million people), the Taiwanese population has only
grown 1.8%.
Education and Occupation
The labour force of Taiwan was estimated to be at 11,200,000 people, with an
unemployment rate of 4.2%. The average monthly income for an individual is
NTD$77,843 (USD$2,569), with a maximum of NTD$166,667 (USD$5,500) and
minimum of NTD$28,000 (USD$924). The disposable household income is esti-
mated to be NTD$7,460,100 (USD$246,224)
The education system in Taiwan is very similar to that of America, where sec-
ondary education is broken up into Junior high, and Senior high, with tertiary
education taking the form of College, University or Vocational training. While
Taiwan has some of the highest test scores in the world, particularly in science
and mathematics, the educational system has been criticised for favouring mem-
orisation over creativity. The literacy rate of Taiwan is 96.1%. Table 4.4 shows a
breakdown of students in the eductaional system.
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Table 4.4: Education Statistics for Taiwan
Education Students
Primary education 2,153,717 40.0%
Secondary education 1,676,971 31.1%
Post-Secondary Education 1,270,194 23.6%
Other 284,045 5.3%
Total 5,384,926
Housing and Market
At the end of the second quarter in 2013, the Taiwanese housing market saw the
house price index rise a massive 15.43% (14.52% adjusted for inflation), continuing
years of unbroken housing price increases. The average house price in New Taipei
City in 2013 was USD$11,186 per ping (USD$3,384/m2), in Taipei the housing
market averaged USD$21,870 per ping (USD$6,615/m2) and Kaohsiung saw an
average price of USD$5,075 per ping (USD$1,535/m2). Property sales in Taipei
rose by 20% in the last half of 2013 with a similar increase in New Taipei City
(13.7%).
4.2 Travel Demand
Transportation forecasting is the process of estimating the number of vehicles to
use a proposed road, ridership on a railway line, passengers utilising an airport,
or ships calling on a seaport. The forecasting begins with the collection of data
relating to current traffic data. This is combined with other data such as pop-
ulation, employment, trip rates, travel costs, income, etc., to develop a traffic
demand model for the current situation. The model is then fed with predicted
data to estimate future traffic demand.
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Traditionally, a four-step model that was developed in the 1950’s, has been used
to predict travel demand. This four-step model includes:
1. Trip Generation
2. Trip Distribution
3. Modal Choice
4. Trip Assignment
The first step, Trip Generation, uses socio-economic data to determine the number
of trips produced by a traffic zone (or other geographical division). Typically, a
trip is defined as a one-way person movement by one or more modes of travel,
with each trip having an origin and a destination. This step can be completed
using two different methods of analysis: a multiple linear regression model or a
category analysis model.
The second step is Trip Distribution. This step matches the origin with the
destination from the known number of trips. This step can be analysed using one
of two basic models: growth factor methods or synthetic methods.
Thirdly, Modal Choice determines what mode of travel will be used when going
from the origin to the destination. Depending on the area, this step could be
rather complex, or very simple. The number of mode choices available to the
user, determines the complexity of this model.
Finally, Trip Assignment takes all of the trips from modal choice and assigns them
to a transportation network. This step is usually limited to road traffic as most
other networks are confined to a single route.
Figures presented below only take into account weekday, one way trips, with base
data taken from Transport for NSW (2014). All modelling shown in this chapter
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has been reproduced in appendix B.
4.2.1 Trip Generation
Trip Generation is the first phase of the travel demand model. It aims to predict
the total number of trips generated from, and attracted to, individual study areas.
Typically, this analysis focuses on residential trip generation and is a function of
the social and economic attributes of a household. Traditionally, trip generation
models can be categorised into aggregate or disaggregate models.
Due to the nature of the data published by the ABS, trip generation models
are difficult to construct, especially without additional disaggregated, household
surveys. Fortunately, data published by the Bureau of Transport Statistics (BTS)
provides information on the trips generated by each survey zone in Australia.
Therefore, this data has been used to enable construction of the Trip Distribution
model.
4.2.2 Trip Distribution
The second component of the travel demand model is Trip Distribution. Histori-
cally, this was done using the Fratar or Growth model which did not differentiate
trips by purpose. They extrapolate base year data by a growth factor to predict
the future growth without taking into account changing accessibility due to sup-
ply or changes in travel behaviour and congestion. As a result of this, the gravity
model and intervening opportunities models were developed.
The most widely used model today for predicting trip distribution is the Grav-
ity model. The gravity model describes the relationships between places (e.g.
the home and the workplace). It has long been accepted that the relationship
between two places declined with increasing distance, time and/or cost between
them, but is positively associated with the amount of activity at each location.
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Mathematically, the gravity model can be described as:
tij =
PiAjFijKij∑n
j=1AjFijKij
(4.1)
where:
tij: Trips between origin i and destination j
Pi: Trips originating at i
Aj: Trips destined for j
Fij: travel time factor (or distance) between i and j
Fij:
1
zaij
; zij is typically the travel time, with a set to 2
Kij: zone-to-zone adjustment factor, or socio-economic adjustment factor
Note that the sum of the trips originating at i, must be equal to the sum of the
trips at destination j. As such, the gravity model requires successive iterations
to ensure a reasonably accurate result. Between iterations, adjustment of the
attraction factors is required, and can be described as (for iteration k):
Aj(m+1) =
Aj
Aj(m−1)
Aj(m) (4.2)
where:
Aj: desired attraction total for zone j
Aj(m): attractions in iteration m
To determine suitable values for Fij and Kij, calibration of the model is required
using existing data. The values derived from present trips patterns are assumed
to remain constant for future trips. Appendix B shows the spreadsheet used to
determine the values required to predict future trips. The model was iterated
several times to ensure convergence had been achieved.
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Trip Production and Attraction
Calculations for future predictions were based on 2036 values (population and
employment) provided by the BTS. The zones used to create the gravity modal
were:
• Origin – Towns located within the LGA of Wollongong
• Destination – Statistical Area 4 (SA4) zones visited by people residing in
the origin
Table 4.5 shows a summary of the current Production and Attraction trips be-
tween Wollongong LGA and Sydney GMA (Greater Metropolitan Area). While
Table 4.6 shows the future trip productions. Calculation of the future trip produc-
tion were based on a function of zone population and number of people employed,
while future trip attractions were based on a function of the employment available
and land use in the area. Both functions were derived using current trends. Note
the SA4 Destination codes for Sydney are as follows:
• 115 – Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury
• 116 – Blacktown
• 117 – City and Inner South
• 118 – Eastern Suburbs
• 119 – Inner South West
• 120 – Inner West
• 121 – North Sydney and Hornsby
• 122 – Northern Beaches
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• 123 – Outer South West
• 124 – Outer West and Blue Mountains
• 125 – Parramatta
• 126 – Ryde
• 127 – South West
• 128 – Sutherland
4.2.3 Modal Choice
Mode choice estimates the proportion of people, determined in the trip distribu-
tion analysis, that will use a particular means of transport, either public transport
or private vehicle. Economists have a concept called utility which represents the
return or benefit you get from buying something. When compared with different
commodities, a higher value indicates the more use someone will get out of it.
The most common model used is known as the logit model whose relationship
states that the probability of choosing a particular mode of travel for a given
trip is based on the relative values of a number of factors including cost, level of
service, and travel time. The difficult part with the logit model, is determining
the parameters for the variables in the utility function.
In zones where several alternative forms of transport exist, the modal choice model
may require nesting; a ‘nested’ logit model. It attempts to represent the choices
available to the traveller in a more structured manner. Nesting is necessary where
there are competing alternatives within, as well as between, zones. Mathemati-
cally:
Pm =
euk∑
k e
uk
(4.3)
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where:
uk: is the utility of the alternative
Similarly, the utility function can be defined as:
umk =
∑
n
bmnZkmn (4.4)
where:
umk: total utility provided by mode m to a traveller k
bmn: coefficient for mode m corresponding to characteristic n
Zkmn: characteristic n (e.g. cost, travel time, etc) for mode m for traveller k
Model Calibration
While there may be several different methods for calibration of a utility function,
the following method was used. Utility functions for the modes of travel were
determined by converting the cost of travel into a function of time (dividing by
the Value Over Time, or VOT), and adding this to travel time. This value is
multiplied by a scaling factor and added to alternative specific constraints (ASC)
for each mode to create a utility. The ASC values are then adjusted until the
probability of each mode converged to reflect current travel choices. Modal choices
of walking/cycling, other/not stated and working from home were not included
in the calculations.
Mathematically:
umk = scale
(
cost
V OT
+ travel
)
+ ASC (4.5)
The utility of each mode from the model calibration (with its corresponding prob-
ability) is as follows:
1. Car (Uc) = -2.33 (40%)
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2. Passenger (Up) = -4.97 (3%)
3. Rail (Ur) = -2.03 (54%)
4. Bus (Ub) = -4.87 (3%)
4.2.4 Trip Assignment
Trip assignment involves assigning traffic to a transportation network such as
roads and streets, or a transit network. This process is usually limited to road
networks as most other modes are confined to a particular route, i.e all trips
choosing rail, can be assigned to rail.
4.3 Strategic Alignment
To begin with, Australia should adopt model 1 formulated by Campos and de Rus
(2009) presented in section 2.3. This is due to the fact that New South Wales built
its railway to standard gauge, while Queensland and some of Victoria built their
railway to narrow gauge, with the remainder of Victoria being built to board gauge
(The Australasian Rail Association, 2014). While technology has been developed
to overcome the problem of various rail gauges, it would be more beneficial to
create a separate network built entirely to standard gauge.
4.3.1 Design Standards
This section will aim to highlight why certain values are adopted for minimum
design standards, and what values have been adopted for the purpose of this case
study.
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Horizontal Curves
In Europe, the convention is to express the horizontal curve geometry in terms
of curve radius, R or curvature 1/R. Sometimes curve radius is expressed as an
angle α, in degrees, of a 100 ft long (30.48 m) curve. The relationship between α
and R [m] as shown by Esveld (2001) is:
α =
1746
R
(4.6)
When an object moves through a curve with a radius R at a speed v, it experiences
centrifugal lateral acceleration which can be described by the equation:
a =
v2
R
(4.7)
For a vehicle travelling through the curve, this force creates a number of undesir-
able effects:
• Passenger discomfort
• Displacement of wagon loads
• Risk of vehicle overturning
• Risk of derailment
• High lateral forces on the track which increase curve resistance, rail and
wheel wear, rail tilting, lateral displacement of the track and noise
• High lateral forces on the track superstructure and substructure
To limit or prevent these effects from occurring, the following measures can be
administered:
• Utilise maximum curve radius, R, preferably so that no cant is necessary
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• Use of cant so that the lateral forces are compensated by gravity
• Speed restrictions to reduce lateral forces
Cant
If large curve radii cannot be adopted, smaller curves must have cant in order to
compensate for the lateral acceleration forces; this can improve passenger comfort
and horizontal loading of the track. Cant can be applied to the curve, typically,
by raising the outer rail whilst maintaining the level of the inner rail. Looking at
Figure 4.1, Lindahl (2001) has shown that the lateral acceleration on the vehicle
can be calculated as:
ad =
v2
R
· cosϕt − g · sinϕt
=
v2
R
· cosϕt − gh
s
=
v2
R
− gh
s
; assuming ϕt ≤ 0.15 rad
(4.8)
If the ideal cant produces ad of zero, the resultant of a =
v2
R
and g is perpendicular
to the track and can be defined as:
hid =
sv2
gR
=
11.8V 2
R
(4.9)
where:
v: speed (m/s)
V : speed (km/h)
R: curve radius (m)
g: acceleration due to gravity (≈ 9.81 m/s2)
h: cant (mm)
s: track width (= 1500 mm)
Typically the calculated cant is rounded up to the nearest 5 mm, or if the resultant
cant is less than 20 mm, it can be ignored (Esveld, 2001).
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Figure 4.1: Definition of lateral acceleration through horizontal curves
Unfortunately, the ideal cant applies to just one speed and can therefore, in prin-
cipal, only be used by railways with uniform traffic. However, consideration must
be taken into account for both passenger and freight trains which usually run at
different speeds. This means that the ideal cant for the top speed would result
in an excessive cant for slower running trains; this results in excess wear on the
lower rail. It is therefore acceptable to adopt a certain degree of cant deficiency
for faster trains which produce flanging on the high rail, resulting in wear on the
rail head. This compromise outweighs the disadvantages of imposing speed limits.
Cant deficiency, hd, is the difference between the ideal cant and the actual cant
and must satisfy the following condition (Esveld, 2001):
hd =
sv2
gR
− h
= 11.8
V 2max
R
− h < h¯d
(4.10)
where Vmax is the maximum allowable speed (km/h). Non-compensated acceler-
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ation and cant deficiency are related by:
ad =
g
s
hd (4.11)
and non-compensated acceleration must satisfy the condition:
ad =
V 2max
12.96
− h
153
< a¯d (4.12)
In practice, cant deficiency is determined by:
• track construction
• state of track components
• track alignment
• type of bogie
• axle loads and unsprung masses
• maintenance of rolling stock
If high values of cant deficiency are adopted, the track components must be de-
signed accordingly to reduce the risk of exceeding the lateral track resistance
immediately after tamping. A large cant deficiency causes a large increase on
the wear on the face of the high rail and a faster deterioration of track geometry
(Esveld, 2001).
Where curves have larger radii, there is generally a considerable difference between
the maximum speed Vmax of the passenger trains and the slowest speed of freight
trains, Vmin. At lower speeds, Lindahl (2001) has shown that cant excess can be
calculated by:
he = h− 11.8V
2
min
R
(4.13)
Therefore, a maximum value for cant must be set due to the following problems
which occur if a train is forced to stop or move slowly through a curve:
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• Passenger discomfort
• Risk of derailment, particularly for freight trains
• Possible shifting of freight loads
• Possible breakaway of freight trains from standstill
Generally, the maximum cant adopted internationally ranges between 120 mm for
gravel ballast track, to 150 mm for crush stone ballast track, to 180 mm where
traffic is limited one type (i.e. passenger trains).
Horizontal Curve Transitions
Curve transitions is geometry that allows a straight (or adjacent curved) section
of track to transition to a curved section of track, gradually, to allow for a gradual
change in lateral acceleration. Curve transition usually perform two functions,
they transition a section of track into a curve through the use of spirals (which
can be done by either the Clothoid or cubic parabola method), and they introduce
cant into the track. A curve transition will result in the centreline of the original
curve being offset by a distance which can be described by the formula:
q =
L2
24R
(4.14)
where:
L: total length of curve transition
R: curve radius
As mentioned previously, the curve transition will introduce cant, where the outer
rail is at zero, and is gradually increased in height until the desired cant is achieved.
This is commonly known as cant development (in road design) or transition gra-
dient. Due to the non-compensated lateral acceleration being increased gradually
from zero to ad, it follows that the curve transition and transition gradient must
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coincide, and the increase in cant and increase in curvature must follow the same
direction (Esveld, 2001). To calculate the cant within the transition at any point:
hx =
h
L
x (4.15)
where:
h: cant in the curve
L: total length of curve transition/transition gradient
x: distance in curve transition/gradient
Similarly, the non-compensated lateral acceleration in the curve transition is:
ax =
adx
L
(4.16)
while the change in acceleration can be calculated as:
dax
dt
=
adv
L
(4.17)
One more parameter that must be met, particularly at high speeds, is the dis-
comfort that is experienced when the vehicle rotates due to the change in cant.
This rotation must, again, be gradual as to maintain a certain degree of comfort.
At maximum speed, this value can be determined by:
dad
dt
=
adVmax
3.6L
>
da¯d
dt
(4.18)
The length of a normal curve transition, as setout by The Internation Union
of Railways (2014), is obtained from the ideal cant (Eq:4.9) and the maximum
permissible change in acceleration (Eq:4.18). If ad = 0.2 m/s
3, then:
L = 0.118
V 3
R
(4.19)
Adjacent Curves
If there are two curves adjacent to each other, whether it be a broken back curve
(two curves in the same direction) or reverse curves (curves moving in opposite
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directions) it is generally accepted that there should be a minimum of 30 m
between the curves, preferably V/2. The reasoning behind this is due to the
length of the vehicles. Where this condition cannot be met:
1. For broken back curves, the cant must be maintained for a minimum of 30
m between the transition gradients
2. For reverse curves, the cant must be continuously changed from one direction
to another. This will result in only one point where the cant is zero.
Vertical Grade
For a given grade, there is a minimum hauling force that must be overcome. This
force can be described as:
Wh = G sin δ ≡ Gδ (4.20)
where:
G: Weight of the vehicle
δ: is the angle of the slope
It therefore stands that the gradient cannot be too steep in connection with the
maximum available adhesion force between the driving wheels and the rail. It is
generally accepted that a grade of 5% (1:200) allows any type of train to move
away from a standstill. If steeper grades are to be adopted, then restrictions will
have to be imposed on the train type used, the tonnage and speed. This leads to
an increase in operating and maintenance costs (Esveld, 2001).
On the Nederlandse Spoorwegen lines, exceptional cases exist where the grade is
increased to 16.6% (1:60) on sections of track, such as the Velsen tunnel, where
the kinetic energy produced by the train is being taken advantage of (Esveld,
2001). Examples from other European countries are:
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• Paris-Lyon (TGV): 35%
• Deutsche Bahn main lines: 12%
• Deutsche Bahn secondary lines: 40%
Apart from a few exceptions, the maximum grade allowable for adhesion lies
between 30% and 40%. Above this, special mechanisms must be used.
Vertical Curve
The vertical curve is used to transition smoothly from one grade to the next.
These are required to maintain wheel-rail contact, ensure that passenger comfort
is maintained, and to maintain adequate sight distance. The standard adopted
for sight distance is that if a person were in a squatting position (eye level 0.50
+ rail surface), they must be able to see the front signals (height 1.5 m + rail
surface) of a train running at maximum speed, 30 seconds before it passes.
Where there are changes in gradient, a suitably size curve must be used to reduce
vertical acceleration. The vertical curve usually takes the form of a parabola,
where the radius, Rv, is the lead in arcs to the parabola. Mathematically, the
length of the curve is related to the radius by:
L =
RvA
1000
(4.21)
where:
A is the algebraic change in grade (%)
To determine the vertical offset, z, from the gradient line to the curve, the follow-
ing formula can be used:
z(x) =
−Ax2
2000L
(4.22)
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4.4 Cost Benefit Analysis
Sometime known as a benefit-cost analysis (BCA), a cost-benefit analysis (CBA)
is a tool or process used by a decision maker to make a decision on whether or not
a certain project should ‘go ahead’, or to decide on the best option for a particular
project. It weighs the total expected costs against the total expected benefits and
quantifies the alternatives relative to each other. All spreadsheets used for the
calculation of costs have have been reproduced in Appendix D.
4.4.1 Capital Costs
To better compare the costs presented in the proposal by AECOM (2011), costings
for the proposed alignment shown in Section 4.3 will adopt the figures or values
that have been used by AECOM in their cost estimates. All figures shown are
in terms of 2012, with the costs been broken into 11 categories to allow for a
methodical and individual analysis, and each category being applied in 50 m
lengths of the alignment.
Tunnels
While several types of tunnels are suited to the project, twin bore tunnels were
adopted for the purposes of costing the proposed link. Table 4.7 presents capital
costs for tunnels and their related components.
Structures
Structures (bridges) that were considered in the design only included those where
they were appropriate for the terrain or situation. Eight different types of bridges
were considered and are summarised in Table 4.8.
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Table 4.7: Tunnel Capital Costs
Tunnel Type Unit Rate ($M) Rate of Measurement
Rural twin bore 150 per km
Urban twin bore 170 per km
Portals - Rural 18 Two per tunnel
Portals - Urban 18 Two per tunnel
Table 4.8: Structures Capital Costs
Structure Type Unit
Rate
($M)
Unit of Mea-
surement
Typical
Characteristics
‘Super T’ 90 per route km Height <30 m, Span <20
m
Concrete Box
Girder
105 per route km Height 30 m – 40 m,
Span 20 m – 50 m
Balanced
Cantilever
140 per route km Height >40 m, Span 50
m – 120 m
Cable Stayed 175 per route km Height N/A, Span 120 m
– 200 m
Concrete Arch 215 per route km Height N/A, Span >200
m
Road over
Rail/Rail over
Road
5 each include allowance for
approaches
Underpasses and
farm crossings
2.5 each Assumed intervals of 2
km in rural areas
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Earthworks
Earthworks involve any activities or processes associated with excavation, move-
ment and forming of the ground. The quantities used to calculate the costs as-
sociated with the earthworks assumed a corridor width of 60 m. An extra over
allowance for additional works and unknowns has been included. Table 4.9 sum-
marises capital costs for earthworks.
Table 4.9: Earthworks Capital Costs
Earthwork Type Unit Rate ($) Unit of Measurement
Rural
Mass Haul 2 per m3 km
Borrow 9 per m3
Dump 7 per m3
Fill 11 per m3
Cut 9 per m3
Extra over allowance 260,000 per km
Urban
Mass Haul 2 per m3 km
Borrow 40 per m3
Dump 32 per m3
Fill 21 per m3
Cut 16 per m3
Extra over allowance 260,000 per km
General Civil Works
General civil works comprises a variety of activities which are likely to be required
on a linear basis throughout the length of the project; excluding tunnels and
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structures. Table 4.10 shows a summary of costs associated with Civil Works.
Permanent Way
Permanent way consists of all elements that make up the track itself. Turnouts
and crossovers have not been determined for this case study, instead, an allowance
has been applied on a linear basis. Table 4.11 shows a summary of costs for the
permanent way.
Signalling and Communications
Many of the components within the Signalling and Communications category have
already been taken into account for the entire length of the HSR line (Brisbane
to Melbourne). As a result, these components have not been shown in Table 4.12,
instead, only the components associated with the Sydney-Wollongong link have
been presented.
Power
Elements within the power category comprise those that will deal with the dis-
tribution of power along the route, namely overhead line electrification (OHLE).
Elements that deal with power transmission have not been considered in this case
study due to the nature of their application (applied over the full route Brisbane to
Melbourne). Table 4.13 summarises the cost components for power distribution.
The remaining 4 categories (Stations/facilities, Rolling Stock, Land Acquisition,
Development Costs) have not been applied to the case study presented here due
to their nature. Stations and facilities, particularly at Wollongong itself, require
further research and development before a cost can be assigned. The cost of
the rolling stock for passenger transport and maintenance vehicles have already
been considered in the original study. Finally, the cost for land acquisition and
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Table 4.10: General Civil Works Capital Costs
Civil Works Element Unit Rate
($)
Unit of
Measurement
Rural
Human & fauna fencing 90,000 per route km
Retaining Wall 2,400 per m2
Slope Stability – 10 to 30circ 2,160,000 per route km
Slope stability >30circ 5,780,000 per route km
Noise Walls 4,800,000 per route km
Site clearance, minor demolition 135,000 per route km
Utilities relocation 125,000 per route km
Urban
Human & fauna fencing 200,000 per route km
Retaining Wall 2,900 per m2
Noise Walls 9,500,000 per route km
Site clearance, minor demolition 125,000 per route km
Utilities relocation 575,000 per route km
Rural and Urban
Intrusion detection – fencing 86,000 per route km
Fencing for rock fall 2,100,000 per route km
Extra over allowance for mine subsidence
– tunnel
80,000,000 per route km
Extra over allowance for mine subsidence
– at grade
19,000,000 per route km
Longitudinal drainage 475,000 per route km
Cross drainage 390,000 per route km
Minor access roads 1,500,000 per route km
Revegetation landscaping 290,000 per route km
Environmental protection 50,000 per route km
Disruption to existing corridors 100,000 per route km
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Table 4.11: Permanent Way Capital Costs
Permanent Way Element Unit Rate ($) Unit of Measurement
Capping – dual track 410,000 per route km
Turnouts & crossings 200,000 per route km
Track – Ballast 2,500,000 per route km
Track – Slab 3,550,000 per route km
Table 4.12: Signalling and Communications Capital Costs
Signalling
Element
Unit
Rate ($)
Unit of Mea-
surement
Comments
Track
crossover
6,000,000 each Frequency every 20 km
Fixed balises 2,000 each entire at grade length
Cable route 125,000 per route km excludes tunnels
Radio Tower 800,000 each every 6.5 km in urban areas,
every 12 km in rural areas
Base station 500,000 each every 500 m in tunnels
Table 4.13: Power Distribution Capital Costs
Power distribution
Element
Unit Rate
($M)
Unit of
Measurement
OHLE 1.5 per route km
Power distribution stations 36.1 Every 60 km
Autotransformers 5 Every 10 km
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development costs would require further research than time permits, and should
be taken into account during the planning phase of the project.
4.4.2 Ongoing Costs
Ongoing costs include those related to the day to day operation and maintenance
of the HSR. The costs presented in Table 4.14 encompass all costs (labour, ma-
terials, etc.) associated with the element, and have been applied over the study
length.
Table 4.14: Ongoing Costs
Cost component Estimated annual cost/route-km
Labour of maintenance teams 32,300
Maintenance of infrastructure 75,300
Operation of rolling stock 2,800
4.4.3 Benefits
By reducing the overall travel time between Sydney and Wollongong, and sur-
rounding towns, people employed within Sydney will have the opportunity to
spend more time with their family, there is a greater ranged of affordable housing
available to Sydney siders, and residents in Wollongong have greater access to
medical facilities.
Other benefits from link includes the creation of jobs to both build and maintain
the HSR line, it will increase tourism to Wollongong and its surrounding towns,
and it will lead to a reduction in the impacts that private vehicle transportation
has on the environment.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1 Socioeconomics
5.1.1 Comparison between Australia and Spain
According to the site Trading Economics (2014), Australia’s Consumer Price Index
(CPI) was 104.80, its housing index was 3.4%, its producer prices were 103 index
points, and its government spending was AUD$68.247 billion, with personal tax
rates of 45%.
Similarly, Spain’s CPI was 103.36, Housing Index was e 1466.90/m2, producer
prices were 109.60 index points, its government spending was e 49.531 billion
(AUD$73.040 billion), and a personal tax rate of 52%.
Comparing these values, it is easy to see that the cost of living in Spain is con-
siderably lower than that of Australia. However, Australia’s GDP per captia is
considerably higher at USD$37,228.20, whereas Spain’s GDP is currently in a re-
gression. Comparing the Australian population today, with the Spanish the year
the AVE was implemented, Spain had a considerably higher population, but they
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also had considerably more debt.
Yes Spain is a more densely populated country, but, in terms of affordability,
Australia wouldn’t have any issues with spending money on upgrading and con-
structing new transportation infrastructure. If anything, it would only help to
increase the strength of the Australian economy by linking cities that have a
lower price in the housing market to those with very high cost of living and higher
paying jobs. It has the potential to increase affordability for all Australian’s.
5.1.2 Comparison between Australia and Germany
According to the site Trading Economics (2014), Australia’s Consumer Price Index
(CPI) was 104.80, its housing index was 3.4%, its producer prices were 103 index
points, and its government spending was AUD$68.247 billion, and personal tax
rates of 45%.
Looking at some of the economic indicators for Germany, its CPI was 106.7, its
housing index was 143.40 (an increase of 4.1%), personal income tax rates were
45%, producer prices were 106.20 index points, and its government spending was
e 118.60 billion (AUD$174.86 billion). In comparison to Australia, it is evident
that the German economy is considerably stronger with an exceptionally high
GDP, a large increase in housing prices and a substantially larger government
spending with very similar income tax rates, and a national account that’s in the
green.
The only comparative aspect between Australia and Germany is their GDP per
capita with Germany being higher by only ∼$200 per capita. This is a fairly
significant feature considering Germany is one of the leading countries in HSR
technology.
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5.1.3 Comparison between Australia and Taiwan
Currently, the CPI for Taiwan is estimated to be 103.05 index points, with a
housing index of 101.49 (an increase of 0.03%), producer prices of 97 index points,
a government spending of USD$13,368 million, and personal tax rates of 40%.
Compared to Australia, Taiwan’s economy appears to be stronger with a more
attractive government account, with a slightly lower GDP per capita. However,
both countries have seen a consistent increase in the cost of living, housing prices
as well a GNP. Taiwan’s educational system is similar to that of Australia, al-
though the emphasis is focused more on maths and science. The population,
labour force and unemployment rates are also similar, with the exception of pop-
ulation density. Therefore, with the exception of the account balance’s, Australia
could easily justify the reason for creating a HSR network, particularly between
it’s major cities similar to Taiwan.
5.1.4 HSR in Australia
Table 5.1 shows a summary of the socio-economic factors presented in the previous
sections. From this table, clear comparisons can be made between the chosen
countries and determine why HSR has not been introduced in Australia.
The only factor that reveals anything regarding the lack of HSR development
would be the density of the population, that is, Australia is only 3% Spain’s den-
sity, 1.3% Germany’s density, and 0.5% Taiwan’s density. However, consideration
should be given to the fact that the vast majority of the Australian population
lives on the Eastern Seaboard. In other terms, the population density along the
proposed HSR route is ∼77 people per km2, which makes it almost comparable
to Spain.
With a high GDP per capita and low government debt to GDP percentage, it
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Table 5.1: Socioeconomic Summary (Note: all values are from 2012)
Country Aus-
tralia
Spain Ger-
many
Taiwan
Demographics (million people) 21.5 30.1 81.0 23.4
Population Density (people
per km2)
3 93 227 648
GDP (USD$ billions) 1,520 1,349 3,400 474
GDP (USD$ per capita) 37,228 30,500 37,479 20,281
Government Debt to GDP
(%)
22.9 70.5 80 34.8
Education (students) 6,503,580 5,917,074 11,262,83 5,384,926
Occupation (million people) 10.7
million
23.1
million
59.1
million
11.2
million
Unemployment Rate (%) 5.6 21.7 5.5 4.2
Average Income (USD$ per
year)
31,197 22,779 30,721 30,828
shows that Australia has a very strong economy. This is backed-up by a low un-
employment rate, high rates of education, and a very high average income. These
figures indicate that the Australian economy could support the cost of construct-
ing a HSR network, especially when compared to Taiwan. Both countries have
a similar population, with similar unemployment and education rates. However,
Australia trumps Taiwan when it comes to GDP and government debt, further
reinforcing that HSR can be supported.
Although no real conclusion can be made from the socioeconomic analysis, Aus-
tralia can, and should, have a high speed rail network linking all the major cities
located on the eastern seaboard. Reasons for a lack of a HSR network already
operating in Australia could be put down to a lack of population, however, it may
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have more to do with the government in power and the policies they have towards
transport infrastructure, i.e. their priorities may lie in other areas.
5.2 Travel Demand
5.2.1 Future Trip Distributions
Table 5.2 shows the results of the gravity model for trip distributions between
Wollongong LGA’s and Sydney GMA.
Based on the alignment design presented in Section 4.3, the gravity model has been
adjusted to reflect an increased average speed between Wollongong and Sydney.
While the overall attraction figures remain the same, there is a slight shift in the
number of trip productions from each origin. Table 5.3 shows a summary of the
trip distributions.
5.2.2 Future Modal Split
Calculation of the future modal split was based on a decreased travel time that
was used in the trip distribution model. The following utilities (and probabilities)
were observed using today values:
1. Car (Uc) = -2.33 (27%)
2. Passenger (Up) = -4.97 (2%)
3. Rail (Ur) = -1.41 (68%)
4. Bus (Ub) = -4.87 (2%)
If inflation were to be taken into account, to get an indication of costs in 2036,
the following utilities (and probabilities) were observed:
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1. Car (Uc) = -3.49 (17%)
2. Passenger (Up) = -5.55 (2%)
3. Rail (Ur) = -1.95 (78%)
4. Bus (Ub) = -5.05 (2%)
The values presented above show that there is potential for a considerable shift
to occur from private transportation to HSR, should the project go ahead. This
would result in higher revenue from ridership, especially when compared to con-
ventional rail, but it could also mean that there would be an increase in mainte-
nance costs.
5.2.3 Ridership
Combining the results of the travel demand model, we can determine approxi-
mately the number of potential customers that will use the proposed HSR line.
If we look at the number of people travelling from Wollongong LGA to Sydney
GMA only, there are 22,765 people (for a reduced travel time). Applying the
modal choice (not taking into account inflation) there is 15,480, or 30,961 people
return, using HSR.
By extrapolating these figures over a period of time, we are able to define some
key figures. For the first year of service (assuming 2036), there would be a total of
8.050 million people to use the service. After 10 years of service, the cumulative
total would be approximately 95.686 million people, and 192.310 million people
after 20 years. Table 5.4 shows a summary. While these figures only represent
approximately 9 million passengers per year, it comes close to the recommendation
made by Givoni (2006) (see: Chapter 2) that would justify the demand for HSR.
At this point, a link between Sydney and Wollongong appears to be feasible.
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Table 5.4: Predicted Ridership for Wollongong-Sydney HSR
Year Total Trips
Generated
Rider-
ship/day
Rider-
ship/year
Cumulative
Ridership
2036 45,530 30,961 8.1 million 8.1 million
2046 49,000 35,770 9.3 million 95.9 million
2056 52,469 38,303 9.9 million 192.3 million
2066 55,939 40,836 10.6 million 295.5 million
2076 59,408 43,369 11.3 million 405.3 million
5.2.4 Revenue
To determine the estimated revenue from ridership, the figures predicted in the
travel demand model can be applied. Two options were considered to determine
the expected revenue and break even point (point where capital costs have been
paid, or returned). The first option was to adopt the existing cost of a train ticket
between Wollongong and Sydney, and the other was to increase it by 50% (2.5%
inflation rate for 2036). Table 5.5 shows a comparison between the two options
over a 50 year period.
Table 5.5: Expected Revenue over a 50 year period
Year Passengers/Year Revenue at $17.60 Revenue at $26.40
1 – 2036 8.0 million $141.7 million $212.5 million
10 – 2046 9.3 million $163.7 million $245.5 million
20 – 2056 10 million $175.3 million $262.9 million
30 – 2066 10.6 million $186.9 million $280.3 million
40 – 2076 11.3 million $198.5 million $297.7 million
50 – 2086 11.9 million $210 million $315.1 million
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5.3 HSR Competition
The major competitors for transportation over intermediate and long distances
(>50 km) include private vehicles, buses, trains/trams, and air. Each mode has
it’s own advantages and disadvantages. For example, private vehicles are conve-
nient, but can be costly to run and maintain (i.e. insurance, fuel), buses are cheap,
but transit time can be long, and airlines are quick, but costly. For long distances,
it has been found that HSR will only hold minor market share compared to air
transport, while being very competitive for shorter distances by catching traffic
from private vehicles, buses, and conventional rail.
5.3.1 HSR and Air Travel
While a comparison between HSR and Air Travel from Wollongong to Sydney
is not required (due to the proximity of the cities), several points can be noted.
Studies in Europe have shown that for construction of a new HSR line in the
range of 400 – 600 km has a significant impact on air transport as the generalised
cost of railways is lower than the generalised cost of air transport (De Rus, 2012).
This modal shift is even stronger in lines with a longer period of operation. The
effect of HSR in medium distance corridors where conventional rail, car and air
were the previous alternatives, HSR will hold higher than 80% of the market share
(De Rus, 2012).
5.3.2 HSR and Conventional Rail
The country of Taiwan has its HSR and conventional rail infrastructure running
parallel to each other, with HSR (run by THSR) only stopping at selected stations
to improve the transit time between the major cities of Taipei and Kaohsiung.
On the other hand, the conventional rail system, run by Taiwan Rail Authority
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(TRA), stops at regional towns and loops around the country. The conventional
rail system has one advantage over the HSR system, and that is that it captures
passengers who do not have direct access to the HSR system, and can take pas-
sengers into the heart of Taipei due to the HSR station being located on the
periphery.
The systems in place in Taiwan are a good example of how HSR and conventional
rail can be co-operative with each other, by providing a full range of services
to passengers. New HSR lines will enable quick and efficient transport between
major centres, while conventional rail can provide connections to more remote
areas. But, the systems can also be competitive with each other, by driving prices
down for users and offering perks for using their service.
Depending on the model adopted (see: Figure 2.5), HSR could also remove the
need for conventional rail, especially in regional areas. While there would be
arguments for maintaining a conventional rail line alongside a HSR line (mainly
freight purposes), the premise behind building a HSR system would be to replace
the conventional or existing system. By adopting this approach, unnecessary
maintenance costs are eliminated.
So, rather than the competition being between the modal choices available, the
competition is then between the companies that operate that mode of transport.
For rail in Australia, HSR may become the only choice once introduced.
5.3.3 HSR and Road Infrastructure
The major benefit HSR has over road infrastructure, is its ability to ”decongest”
the roads. In a report published by the Australian Greens, HSR could potentially
generate decongestion savings of $68 million per annum (2010).
Another way to look at this is, in 2009 the Federal Government completed the
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duplication of the Hume Highway, a major freight route between Sydney and
Melbourne. By 2050, it is predicted that there will be approximately 355 million
passenger trips completed on the East coast of Australia. In order to reduce
congestion to a minimum, the Hume Highway would have to be duplicated again.
As shown in Figure 2.7 from Chapter 2 which has been reproduced in Figure 5.1,
HSR only requires a third of the land take that a motorway does, when comparing
number of trips per hour. By introducing HSR, the capacity of the road can be
maintained, and even improved.
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Land use
Due to high speed rail’s very high transport 
capacity, the land needed for the large 
traffic volumes carried is much reduced.
as an example, some land use 
ratios
>  An average high speed line uses 3.2ha/km
> An average motorway uses 9.3ha/km
In addition, the impact on land use can be 
significantly reduced if new high speed lines 
are laid out parallel to existing motorways 
(where layout parameters permit).
examples of parallel layouts
>  Paris - Lyon (1981 - 1983) 60km (14%)
>  Paris - Lille (1993) 135km (41%)
>  Cologne - Frankfurt (2002) 140km (71%)
>  Milan - Bologna (2008) 130km (72%)
The construction of a new high speed line is 
sometimes a good opportunity to upgrade 
and renovate spaces and landscapes.
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Figure 5.1: Comparisons in land use (Internation Union of Railways, 2010).
While HSR may be a major competitor to air transport, it can be of a huge benefit
to existing rail and road infrastructure by reducing the demand for each. And con-
sidering that road infrastructure is owned and maintained by state governments,
HSR can potentially provide cost savings.
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5.4 Strategic Alignment
5.4.1 Recommend Geometry
In a publication released by The Internation Union of Railways (2010), it recom-
mends the following typical parameters for new high speed lines, shown in Table
5.6.
Table 5.6: Typical Parameters recommended by Internation Union of Railways
(2010)
Horizontal Curve Radius Minimum Ideal
200 km/h 2,500 m 3,500 m
300 km/h 5,500 m 7,000 m
Cant 150/170 mm
Gradient Maximum
Passenger traffic only 35/40 mm/m
Mixed traffic 12/15 mm/m
Horizontal Curves
The standards adopted for track cant in Sweden are as follows:
• Track cant shall not exceed 150 mm
• Cant deficiency ≤ 100 mm
• Cant excess – should not be greater than 100 mm where track radius is
greater than 1000 m, shall not exceed 70 mm everywhere else
• Equilibrium cant = 250 mm
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Based on these values, from Equation 4.10, the minimum recommended radius
can be calculated as:
Rmin =
11.8V 2
250
(5.1)
Germany has adopted more conservative values for track cant, with a recom-
mended value of 100 mm (upper limit is 160 mm). For cant deficiency, a recom-
mended value of 70 mm has been adopted, with an upper limit of 130 mm. This
results in an equilibrium cant of 170 mm with the minimum recommended curve
radius being:
Rmin =
11.8V 2
170
(5.2)
Combining these standards, typical values can be calculated and are reproduced
in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7: Recommended/Limit Values for Horizontal Curves
Speed (km/h) 200 250 280 300 330 350
Recommended (Rh,min) 2,276 4,228 5,542 6,247 7,559 8,503
Limit (Rh,lim) 1,888 2,950 3,700 4,248 5,140 5,782
Vertical Curves
For minimum and limit values of vertical curves, both Sweden and Germany have
adopted Rv,min = 0.4V
2 and Rv,lim = 0.25V
2. Table 5.8 shows values for typical
line speeds.
5.4.2 Typical Cross Sections
In any large infrastructure project, once the design standards have been set, the
next critical component is the typical cross section. The typical cross section
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Table 5.8: Recommended/Limit Values for Vertical Curves
Speed (km/h) 200 250 280 300 330 350
Recommended (Rv,min) 16,000 25,000 31,360 36,000 43,560 49,000
Limit (Rv,lim) 10,000 15,625 16,900 22,500 27,225 30,625
allows the designer to determine what must be designed at any point along the
length of the project. However, the number of typical cross sections on each
project, is subject to the scale of the project, the terrain, and the budget of the
project. Considering the hilly to mountainous terrain that exists between Sydney
and Wollongong, 3 typical cross sections have been produced.
Ultimately, the cross section will consist of 2 high speed rail lines running parallel
using standard gauge. The tracks centre shall be separated by a minimum of 4.8
m, with overhead power being offset a minimum of 2.5 m from the track. Overhead
clearance shall be a minimum 5.0 m from the track to the catenary. Figure 5.2
shows a typical cross section of a ballast track, Figure 5.3 shows a typical cross
section of a slab track, and Figure 5.4 shows a typical cross section of a twin track
tunnel.
5.4.3 Constraints and Limitations
For any large infrastructure project, there are always going to be a large number of
constraints and limitations with the ultimate proposal. Some of these constraints
include, but are not limited to:
• Cultural and Heritage sites
• Significant flora and fauna habitats
• Land Acquisition
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Figure 5.2: Typical Cross Section - Ballast Track
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Figure 5.4: Typical Cross Section - Tunnel
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• Geological conditions
Many of these constraints can take a significant amount of time (years) to identify
and assess the impact an infrastructure project may have on them. The alignment
proposed in this section is intended to be used as a strategic tool only to allow
investigations to be carried out in a narrow corridor. Ideally, several concepts
should be developed to determine the best route possible under the constraints
identified, including the budget.
5.4.4 Proposed Alignment
The proposed alignment described below has been designed so the HSR can either
be implemented as a ’Spur’ line (Sydney to Wollongong only), or a through line
the joins Wollongong to Sydney and Canberra/Melbourne.
Starting in Sydney, there are several options that the alignment can take. First,
it can tie into the existing rail system at the Sutherland Station in the suburb
of Woronora, or, tie into the existing line near Central Station in the CBD. The
later option allows for the HSR line to maintain a higher average speed, while the
former will have a lower average speed through urban areas. One benefit of the
first option is that the existing rail does not require a massive overhaul to make
it suitable for the rolling stock of a HS train, while the benefits of the second
provide for a shorter travel time.
Continuing, the HSR line will require a number of bridges and tunnels to enable
passage through the mountainous terrain south of Sydney. Most of the horizontal
curves in the area are suitable for speeds up to 300 km/h while the vertical geom-
etry is suitable for speeds up to 350 km/h. Further options should be developed
through this area to reduce the number of bridges and tunnels required, however
producing the ideal alignment is outside the scope of this report.
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Once the line makes its way to the top of the Wollongong escarpment, a 9 km long
tunnel at 2.5% is required to join to the existing line at Woonona. The horizontal
curve at the base of the tunnel has a 2000 m radius, which will require speed
restrictions.
Through the city of Wollongong, the HSR will match the existing line until it
reaches the suburb of Coniston, at which point a new line will be introduced. The
new line will then roughly follow the Princess Highway until Dapto, where a 15,000
m radius curve will bend around Macquarie Pass joining AECOMS proposal at
Moss Vale.
Figure 5.5 shows a plan view of the proposed alignment with more detailed plans
provided in appendix C.
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Figure 5.5: Proposed Alignment: Sydney to Moss Vale
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5.5 Cost Benefit Analysis
5.5.1 Cost vs. Return
The total capital cost for the length of the alignment presented in this report is
approximately $17.57 billion, with ongoing maintenance costs of $30.69 million
per year. Combining these costs with the expected return from ticket sales, we
are able to determine the return period and what the break even point is before
the project becomes profitable.
It is important to remember that many large infrastructure projects have a con-
siderably long return period, and are not expected to return a profit for in excess
of 50 years. The results of the analysis performed above can be seen in Figure
5.6 which shows a comparison between the two options for ticket prices presented
in the previous section. The result is that the HSR line between Wollongong and
Sydney could have an expected return period between 70 and 100 years. Note
that this does not take into consideration revenue made from other locations along
the Eastern seaboard route.
5.5.2 Benefits
In a study released by The Australasian Rail Association (2011), conducted by
Access Economics, one passenger train can take 525 cars off the road and reduces
road travel by 3.2 million vehicle kilometres per year. It also has the potential
to reduce road accident costs equivalent to 130 hospital visits and, in one year,
reduces carbon emission by the same amount as planting 320 hectares of trees.
This effect is amplified when the route is constructed through major metropolitan
areas and large regional centres. For the case study presented in this report, the
travel demand model shows that the number of people using private transport is
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decreased by 32%, with an increase of 27% of people using public transport; this
effect is amplified even further again if inflation is taken into consideration (58%
reduction in private travel, 44% increase in public transport).
5.5.3 Preferred Alternative
The alternatives investigated in this concept are:
1. to adopt the proposal set forward by AECOM (2011)
2. adopt an option that sees the HSR line go through Wollongong
3. a single line that connect Wollongong and Sydney
4. do nothing
Considering that the population on the eastern seaboard is only predicted to
increase, a do nothing option is not viable, especially when high speed transport
option are available. Further to this, a single ‘spur’ line that connects Wollongong
to Sydney is also not a viable option, considering it would only add to the cost of
the option that bypasses through the Southern Highlands.
This leaves us with two alternatives, the Southern Highlands route, or the Wol-
longong route. In my personal opinion, I believe that the Wollongong route is the
better alternative. Firstly because it would attract a higher number of passengers,
and hence, a higher return. Secondly, the Wollongong route would see a higher
proportion of induced travel, due to the ease and cost of access between Sydney,
Wollongong and Canberra. Thirdly, the Wollongong link would only increase the
cost of the whole network by 6.2%, or $7 billion.
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5.6 Limitations of the Project
Due to the nature of this project, there are limitations which affected the outcome
and results found from the research. The following section outlines a couple of
the limitations that were encountered throughout this project.
The first limitation is the broad context or scope of the project. The project
covers many areas of planning a large infrastructure project that are carried out
by several teams of specialists to adequately identify all potential problems that
may be encountered, and solutions to these problems. For example, a project could
be carried out that solely focused on the optimum alignment for the link, that
identified constraints along the route. Another example would be a project focused
entirely on the costings of the link, to check the values used in the Governments
proposal, and and provide detailed ongoing costs throughout the life of the link.
The second limitation is the availability and detail of the data used to determine
the travel demand forecasting. The data provided only contained information
detailing week day trips for business purposes. To cover all basis of travel demand,
an extensive and in-depth travel survey is required that covers a large survey area.
To sufficiently collect enough data, such a survey would have to be carried out over
a period of 12 months or more, which is less than the time allocated to complete
this project. If enough time is allocated to this area of the project, future work
could be carried out to confirm, or deny, the demand for the link to connect to
Wollongong.
The third limitation is the lack of research undertaken on High Speed Rail and
it’s effects on the community. While there are studies that focus on this area,
they are usually constrained to a small area of study, or they have a very broad
context covering a large area. To properly look at how High Speed Rail effects a
community, a study needs to be undertaken before HSR is built, during construc-
tion, and several years after HSR has been built. This would allow a very in-depth
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and detailed analysis on the socioeconomics of a community and the benefits, or
lack of, HSR provides.
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Figure 5.6: Return period on Capital for the proposed alignment
Chapter 6
Conclusion
Is Australia ready for a High Speed Rail line? Should a High Speed Rail line
be built through the city of Wollongong, rather than the Southern Highlands?
While the socioeconomic analysis performed in this paper is largely inconclusive
of whether or not Australia is ready for a HSR line, evidence suggests that a
network can be supported and is needed to reduce the congestion that is growing
on existing transport infrastructure.
The travel demand analysis found that in the first year of operation, the proposed
Wollongong link could potentially generate 8 million passenger trips, increasing
to 10 million passengers per year over 20 years. The link would see a reduction
in private vehicle by 33% to 58%, while rail ridership would increase by 26% to
44%, which is a large reduction in road network congestion.
While the travel demand analysis displays the potential ridership for the link,
the most important factor is the cost. The financial analysis conducted on the
strategic alignment presented in 5 estimated the alignment to cost approximately
$17.6 billion (2012), which is an increase of 6.2% to the total cost of the HSR
network initially proposed by AECOM on behalf of the Australian Government.
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Additional to this, the cost analysis found that ridership on the link could produce
an estimated revenue of $212 million (2012) per year. This equated to a 70 year
return period on the initial investment, for the link alone. Combined with the
remaining HSR network, this return period could be less.
One large limitation, is the fact that there are known coal seam gas deposits
within the localities of the proposed tunnels. Secondary limitations that would
impact on the route of the HSR link are environmental constraints that may exist
within the large areas of national parks. Therefore, further work required for this
project is to perform environmental and geotechnical investigations to determine
that extent of constraints that exist along the strategic alignment.
Not only is the link a viable option, it is perhaps a more beneficial choice which
would see an increase of tourism to the city of Wollongong and its surrounding
towns, a reduction in the road congestion, and road fatalities. It would also
provide people working within the city of Sydney, alternative, or more affordable
means of living.
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Appendix A
Project Specification
For: M. Newman
Topic: High Speed Rail in Australia - A case study for a Sydney-Wollongong link
Supervisors: Dr. Soma Somasundaraswaran
Sponsorship: Faculty of Health, Engineering & Sciences
Company Name if applicable
Project Aim: This project aims to determine whether or not a High
Speed Rail link between Sydney and Wollongong should
be included in the Governments new High Speed Rail
proposal.
Program:
1. Research current and developing technology in conventional, very fast, and
high speed rail.
2. Investigate/research the socio-economic differences between Australia and
international countries to examine the reason why high speed rail hasnt been
implemented in Australia
3. Collect and analyse data to forecast the potential inter-urban passenger
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demand a Sydney-Wollongong link may have
4. Examine the impact a high speed rail may have on traditional transportation
5. Complete a concept design that incorporates the link in with the Govern-
ments proposal: Spur line and through line
6. Complete a Cost-Benefit analyse on the concept designs to highlight why/why
not the link would be beneficial to the public
Appendix B
Travel Demand Modelling
B.1 Gravity Model Calibration
Current Travel Pattern
Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum
Kiama 9 12.85 167.6 42.65 66 23 35.85 10 120.3 11 49.65 22 41 96.4 8573.15
Shellharbour 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337 25949.8
Shoalhaven 0 0.15 1.4 0.35 0 0 0.15 0 0.7 0 0.35 0 0 0.6 40.85
Wollongong 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965 79076
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113639.8
Current AttractionAj  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Current ProductionPi Kiama Shellharbour Shoalhaven Wollongong
8573.15 25949.8 40.85 79076
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 103 97 105 104 83 100 108 128 74 103 102 102 96 68
Shellharbour 97 91 97 97 78 95 103 122 69 98 98 98 91 64
Shoalhaven 127 122 126 126 106 123 130 159 98 128 127 125 118 92
Wollongong 80 75 81 81 61 79 87 107 52 82 81 82 75 46
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2Ki ma 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume 1 and callibrateKiama 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Shellharbour 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Shoalhaven 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Wollongong 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
FijKij 0.09426 0.10628 0.09070 0.09246 0.14516 0.10000 0.08573 0.06104 0.18262 0.09426 0.09612 0.09612 0.10851 0.21626 Sum
AjFijKij 9.04892 30.39643 489.61451 53.53180 295.97910 51.30000 50.58299 4.51660 558.43682 14.98727 99.19262 28.64283 98.41580 735.07785 82976
Tij 0.93494 3.14058 50.58727 5.53094 30.58074 5.30035 5.22627 0.46666 57.69803 1.54849 10.24864 2.95939 10.16838 75.94869 8573
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
FijKij 0.10628 0.12076 0.10628 0.10628 0.16437 0.11080 0.09426 0.06719 0.21004 0.10412 0.10412 0.10412 0.12076 0.24414 Sum
AjFijKij 10.20300 34.53689 573.70603 61.53683 335.14135 56.84211 55.61316 4.97178 642.30204 16.55560 107.45523 31.02874 109.52783 829.83398 140207
Tij 3.19086 10.80100 179.41962 19.24490 104.81140 17.77668 17.39234 1.55486 200.87219 5.17756 33.60532 9.70386 34.25351 259.52054 43848
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
FijKij 0.06200 0.06719 0.06299 0.06299 0.08900 0.06610 0.05917 0.03956 0.10412 0.06104 0.06200 0.06400 0.07182 0.11815 Sum
AjFijKij 5.95201 19.21526 340.01008 36.47014 181.47027 33.90839 34.91124 2.92710 318.40900 9.70459 63.98413 19.07200 65.13933 401.58318 29341
Tij 0.00293 0.00946 0.16739 0.01795 0.08934 0.01669 0.01719 0.00144 0.15676 0.00478 0.03150 0.00939 0.03207 0.19770 14
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
FijKij 0.15625 0.17778 0.15242 0.15242 0.26874 0.16023 0.13212 0.08734 0.36982 0.14872 0.15242 0.14872 0.17778 0.47259 Sum
AjFijKij 15.00000 50.84444 822.74044 88.24874 547.97098 82.19837 77.94953 6.46345 1130.91716 23.64664 157.29310 44.31886 161.24444 1606.33270 924460005576
Tij 14.29494 48.45457 784.06857 84.10072 522.21429 78.33474 74.28561 6.15964 1077.75983 22.53516 149.89973 42.23571 153.66535 1530.82907 881006935533
Iteration 1
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Acutal
Kiama 0.93494 3.14058 50.58727 5.53094 30.58074 5.30035 5.22627 0.46666 57.69803 1.54849 10.24864 2.95939 10.16838 75.94869 8573.15 8573.15000
Shellharbour 3.19086 10.80100 179.41962 19.24490 104.81140 17.77668 17.39234 1.55486 200.87219 5.17756 33.60532 9.70386 34.25351 259.52054 43847.97947 25949.80000
Shoalhaven 0.00293 0.00946 0.16739 0.01795 0.08934 0.01669 0.01719 0.00144 0.15676 0.00478 0.03150 0.00939 0.03207 0.19770 14.44467333 40.85000
Wollongong 14.29494 48.45457 784.06857 84.10072 522.21429 78.33474 74.28561 6.15964 1077.75983 22.53516 149.89973 42.23571 153.66535 1530.82907 8.81007E+11 79076.00000
Sum 18.42367815 62.40559818 1014.242843 108.8945135 657.6957781 101.428457 96.92140705 8.182604131 1336.486811 29.26599481 193.7851968 54.90835239 198.1193078 1866.496004 8.81007E+11
Actual 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Accuracy 0.191913314 0.218201392 0.187892338 0.188073426 0.322558008 0.19771629 0.164273571 0.110575732 0.437046047 0.18406286 0.187776353 0.184256216 0.218433636 0.549130922
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 103 97 105 104 83 100 108 128 74 103 102 102 96 68
Shellharbour 97 91 97 97 78 95 103 122 69 98 98 98 91 64
Shoalhaven 127 122 126 126 106 123 130 159 98 128 127 125 118 92
Wollongong 80 75 81 81 61 79 87 107 52 82 81 82 75 46
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2Ki ma 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Adjustment Kiama 102.6803924 91.06605826 106.7066949 104.683865 66.67595657 96.78611782 112.8913278 158.5743754 53.00007812 102.6803924 100.696277 100.696277 89.19808618 44.75390088
Shellharbour 30.08589574 26.47904162 30.08589574 30.08589574 19.45398976 28.85803051 33.92297459 47.59256799 15.22361033 30.70942106 30.70942106 30.70942106 26.47904162 13.09722914
Shoalhaven 0 30232.98949 32247.98046 32247.98046 0 0 34327.97114 0 19508.03756 0 32761.88441 0 0 17192.42294
Wollongong 6.715661134 5.902436543 6.884601984 6.884601984 3.904527356 6.548818928 7.942318613 12.01368818 2.837366829 7.055641479 6.884601984 7.055641479 5.902436543 2.220365462
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FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782
Shellharbour 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708
Shoalhaven 0 2031.240896 2031.240896 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896
Wollongong 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 9 13 168 43 66 23 36 10 120 11 50 22 41 96
FijKij 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 Sum
AjFijKij 87.10751 124.37016 1622.13533 412.79279 638.78838 222.60807 346.97823 96.78612 1164.33700 106.46473 480.54307 212.92946 396.82308 933.01818 82730
Tij 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8548
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337
FijKij 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 Sum
AjFijKij 63.95131 172.66855 1940.92238 172.66855 860.14518 268.59552 227.02717 31.97566 1550.81937 108.71723 546.78374 172.66855 409.28841 1077.57964 82976
Tij 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25950
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
FijKij 0.00000 2031.24090 2031.24090 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 304.68613 2843.73725 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 304.68613 0.00000 1421.86863 0.00000 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 1218.74454 82976
Tij 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 41
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965
FijKij 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 Sum
AjFijKij 70.30458 229.80153 4849.96653 505.77323 1788.04478 426.02475 506.82255 56.66339 2572.93767 119.62271 851.00018 232.94950 774.39967 3111.23988 83057
Tij 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79153
Iteration 2
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Acutal Error
Kiama 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8547.746969 8573.15000 0.997036908
Shellharbour 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25949.8 25949.80000 1
Shoalhaven 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 40.85 40.85000 1
Wollongong 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79153 79076.00000 1.000973747
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113691.397
Actual 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Accuracy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 103 97 105 104 83 100 108 128 74 103 102 102 96 68
Shellharbour 97 91 97 97 78 95 103 122 69 98 98 98 91 64
Shoalhaven 127 122 126 126 106 123 130 159 98 128 127 125 118 92
Wollongong 80 75 81 81 61 79 87 107 52 82 81 82 75 46
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2Ki ma 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Adjustment Kiama 102.6803924 91.06605826 106.7066949 104.683865 66.67595657 96.78611782 112.8913278 158.5743754 53.00007812 102.6803924 100.696277 100.696277 89.19808618 44.75390088
Shellharbour 30.08589574 26.47904162 30.08589574 30.08589574 19.45398976 28.85803051 33.92297459 47.59256799 15.22361033 30.70942106 30.70942106 30.70942106 26.47904162 13.09722914
Shoalhaven 0 30232.98949 32247.98046 32247.98046 0 0 34327.97114 0 19508.03756 0 32761.88441 0 0 17192.42294
Wollongong 6.715661134 5.902436543 6.884601984 6.884601984 3.904527356 6.548818928 7.942318613 12.01368818 2.837366829 7.055641479 6.884601984 7.055641479 5.902436543 2.220365462
FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782
Shellharbour 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708
Shoalhaven 0 2031.240896 2031.240896 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896
Wollongong 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 9 13 168 43 66 23 36 10 120 11 50 22 41 96
FijKij 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 Sum
AjFijKij 87.10751 124.37016 1622.13533 412.79279 638.78838 222.60807 346.97823 96.78612 1164.33700 106.46473 480.54307 212.92946 396.82308 933.01818 82976
Tij 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8573
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337
FijKij 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 Sum
AjFijKij 63.95131 172.66855 1940.92238 172.66855 860.14518 268.59552 227.02717 31.97566 1550.81937 108.71723 546.78374 172.66855 409.28841 1077.57964 82976
Tij 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25950
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
FijKij 0.00000 2031.24090 2031.24090 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 304.68613 2843.73725 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 304.68613 0.00000 1421.86863 0.00000 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 1218.74454 82976
Tij 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 41
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965
FijKij 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 Sum
AjFijKij 70.30458 229.80153 4849.96653 505.77323 1788.04478 426.02475 506.82255 56.66339 2572.93767 119.62271 851.00018 232.94950 774.39967 3111.23988 82976
Tij 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79076
Iteration 2
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Acutal
Kiama 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8573.15 8573.15000
Shellharbour 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25949.8 25949.80000
Shoalhaven 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 40.85 40.85000
Wollongong 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79076 79076.00000
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113639.8
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Actual 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Accuracy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 103 97 105 104 83 100 108 128 74 103 102 102 96 68
Shellharbour 97 91 97 97 78 95 103 122 69 98 98 98 91 64
Shoalhaven 127 122 126 126 106 123 130 159 98 128 127 125 118 92
Wollongong 80 75 81 81 61 79 87 107 52 82 81 82 75 46
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2Ki ma 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Adjustment Kiama 102.6803924 91.06605826 106.7066949 104.683865 66.67595657 96.78611782 112.8913278 158.5743754 53.00007812 102.6803924 100.696277 100.696277 89.19808618 44.75390088
Shellharbour 30.08589574 26.47904162 30.08589574 30.08589574 19.45398976 28.85803051 33.92297459 47.59256799 15.22361033 30.70942106 30.70942106 30.70942106 26.47904162 13.09722914
Shoalhaven 0 30232.98949 32247.98046 32247.98046 0 0 34327.97114 0 19508.03756 0 32761.88441 0 0 17192.42294
Wollongong 6.715661134 5.902436543 6.884601984 6.884601984 3.904527356 6.548818928 7.942318613 12.01368818 2.837366829 7.055641479 6.884601984 7.055641479 5.902436543 2.220365462
FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782 9.678611782
Shellharbour 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708 3.197565708
Shoalhaven 0 2031.240896 2031.240896 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 2031.240896 0 0 2031.240896
Wollongong 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052 1.049322052
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 9 13 168 43 66 23 36 10 120 11 50 22 41 96
FijKij 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 9.67861 Sum
AjFijKij 87.10751 124.37016 1622.13533 412.79279 638.78838 222.60807 346.97823 96.78612 1164.33700 106.46473 480.54307 212.92946 396.82308 933.01818 82976
Tij 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8573
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337
FijKij 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 3.19757 Sum
AjFijKij 63.95131 172.66855 1940.92238 172.66855 860.14518 268.59552 227.02717 31.97566 1550.81937 108.71723 546.78374 172.66855 409.28841 1077.57964 82976
Tij 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25950
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
FijKij 0.00000 2031.24090 2031.24090 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 2031.24090 0.00000 0.00000 2031.24090 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 304.68613 2843.73725 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 304.68613 0.00000 1421.86863 0.00000 710.93431 0.00000 0.00000 1218.74454 82976
Tij 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 41
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965
FijKij 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 1.04932 Sum
AjFijKij 70.30458 229.80153 4849.96653 505.77323 1788.04478 426.02475 506.82255 56.66339 2572.93767 119.62271 851.00018 232.94950 774.39967 3111.23988 82976
Tij 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79076
Iteration 2
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Acutal
Kiama 9.00000 12.85000 167.60000 42.65000 66.00000 23.00000 35.85000 10.00000 120.30000 11.00000 49.65000 22.00000 41.00000 96.40000 8573.15 8573.15000
Shellharbour 20.00000 54.00000 607.00000 54.00000 269.00000 84.00000 71.00000 10.00000 485.00000 34.00000 171.00000 54.00000 128.00000 337.00000 25949.8 25949.80000
Shoalhaven 0.00000 0.15000 1.40000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.15000 0.00000 0.70000 0.00000 0.35000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 40.85 40.85000
Wollongong 67.00000 219.00000 4622.00000 482.00000 1704.00000 406.00000 483.00000 54.00000 2452.00000 114.00000 811.00000 222.00000 738.00000 2965.00000 79076 79076.00000
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113639.8
Actual 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Accuracy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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B.2 Gravity Model Current Travel Time 99
B.2 Gravity Model Current Travel Time
Current Travel Pattern
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum
Kiama 9 12.85 167.6 42.65 66 23 35.85 10 120.3 11 49.65 22 41 96.4 8573.15
Shellharbour 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337 25949.8
Shoalhaven 0 0.15 1.4 0.35 0 0 0.15 0 0.7 0 0.35 0 0 0.6 40.85
Wollongong 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965 79076
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113639.8
Current Attraction Aj  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Current Production Pi
Kiama Shellharbour Shoalhaven Wollongong
8573.15 25949.8 40.85 79076
Predicted Attraction Aj  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
140183 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Predicted Production Pi Kiama Shellharbour Shoalhaven Wollongong
140183 9431 28984 57 101711
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 103 97 105 104 83 100 108 128 74 103 102 102 96 68
Shellharbour 97 91 97 97 78 95 103 122 69 98 98 98 91 64
Shoalhaven 127 122 126 126 106 123 130 159 98 128 127 125 118 92
Wollongong 80 75 81 81 61 79 87 107 52 82 81 82 75 46
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2Kiama 0.094259591 0.10628122 0.090702948 0.092455621 0.145158949 0.1 0.085733882 0.061035156 0.182615047 0.094259591 0.096116878 0.096116878 0.108506944 0.216262976
Shellharbour 0.10628122 0.120758363 0.10628122 0.10628122 0.164365549 0.110803324 0.094259591 0.06718624 0.210039908 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.104123282 0.120758363 0.244140625
Shoalhaven 0.062000124 0.06718624 0.062988158 0.062988158 0.088999644 0.066098222 0.059171598 0.039555397 0.104123282 0.061035156 0.062000124 0.064 0.071818443 0.118147448
Wollongong 0.15625 0.177777778 0.15241579 0.15241579 0.268744961 0.160230732 0.132117849 0.087343873 0.369822485 0.148720999 0.15241579 0.148720999 0.177777778 0.472589792
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 102.6803924 91.06605826 106.7066949 104.683865 66.67595657 96.78611782 112.8913278 158.5743754 53.00007812 102.6803924 100.696277 100.696277 89.19808618 44.75390088
Shellharbour 30.08589574 26.47904162 30.08589574 30.08589574 19.45398976 28.85803051 33.92297459 47.59256799 15.22361033 30.70942106 30.70942106 30.70942106 26.47904162 13.09722914
Shoalhaven 0 30232.98949 32247.98046 32247.98046 0 0 34327.97114 0 19508.03756 0 32761.88441 0 0 17192.42294
Wollongong 6.715661134 5.902436543 6.884601984 6.884601984 3.904527356 6.548818928 7.942318613 12.01368818 2.837366829 7.055641479 6.884601984 7.055641479 5.902436543 2.220365462
FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Shellharbour 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Shoalhaven 0 2031 2031 2031 0 0 2031 0 2031 0 2031 0 0 2031
Wollongong 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 1130.00000 3590.00000 63690.00000 6580.00000 22470.00000 5960.00000 6700.00000 810.00000 46690.00000 1860.00000 11940.00000 3370.00000 11830.00000 41030.00000 1401310
Tij 7.60505 24.16117 428.64205 44.28426 151.22605 40.11158 45.09188 5.45141 314.22982 12.51804 80.35777 22.68054 79.61745 276.13728 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 339.00000 1077.00000 19107.00000 1974.00000 6741.00000 1788.00000 2010.00000 243.00000 14007.00000 558.00000 3582.00000 1011.00000 3549.00000 12309.00000 420486
Tij 23.36719 74.23735 1317.04097 136.06735 464.65553 123.24641 138.54882 16.74993 965.49918 38.46281 246.90641 69.68799 244.63173 848.45644 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 0.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 729129.00000 12935439.00000 1336398.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1360770.00000 0.00000 9482739.00000 0.00000 2425014.00000 0.00000 0.00000 8333193.00000 274158597
Tij 0.00000 0.15159 2.68939 0.27785 0.00000 0.00000 0.28292 0.00000 1.97155 0.00000 0.50418 0.00000 0.00000 1.73254 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 113.00000 359.00000 6369.00000 658.00000 2247.00000 596.00000 670.00000 81.00000 4669.00000 186.00000 1194.00000 337.00000 1183.00000 4103.00000 171219
Tij 67.12656 213.26050 3783.44319 390.87857 1334.80874 354.04807 398.00706 48.11727 2773.57454 110.49151 709.28421 200.19161 702.74977 2437.34768 101711
Iteration 1
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 8 24 429 44 151 40 45 5 314 13 80 23 80 276 9431 9431
Shellharbour 23 74 1317 136 465 123 139 17 965 38 247 70 245 848 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 57 57
Wollongong 67 213 3783 391 1335 354 398 48 2774 110 709 200 703 2437 101711 101711
Sum 98 312 5532 572 1951 517 582 70 4055 161 1037 293 1027 3564 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Attraction Adjustment (Trip Balancing)
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Desired 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Acutal 98 312 5532 572 1951 517 582 70 4055 161 1037 293 1027 3564 140183
Previous 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Adjusted 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724 161188.3334
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 1301.64690 4133.31023 73328.83807 7575.81653 25883.19108 6865.32349 7713.97731 933.03893 53756.05981 2142.53384 13746.99838 3881.90271 13626.97599 47239.47599 1611143
Tij 7.61933 24.19478 429.23837 44.34587 151.51009 40.18692 45.15461 5.46165 314.66697 12.54156 80.46956 22.72314 79.76699 276.52144 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 390.49407 1239.99307 21998.65142 2272.74496 7764.95732 2059.59705 2314.19319 279.91168 16126.81794 642.76015 4124.09951 1164.57081 4088.09280 14171.84280 483459
Tij 23.41063 74.33922 1318.84810 136.25405 465.51941 123.47555 138.73893 16.78107 966.82396 38.53432 247.24519 69.81755 245.08654 849.62062 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
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Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 0.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 839475.30807 14893087.01148 1538648.33625 0.00000 0.00000 1566708.79223 0.00000 10917855.74762 0.00000 2792015.37003 0.00000 0.00000 9594337.57389 315117668
Tij 0.00000 0.15185 2.69393 0.27832 0.00000 0.00000 0.28339 0.00000 1.97487 0.00000 0.50503 0.00000 0.00000 1.73547 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 130.16469 413.33102 7332.88381 757.58165 2588.31911 686.53235 771.39773 93.30389 5375.60598 214.25338 1374.69984 388.19027 1362.69760 4723.94760 161520
Tij 81.96606 260.27883 4617.59302 477.05703 1629.89140 432.31654 485.75716 58.75443 3385.07486 134.91758 865.66275 244.44744 858.10482 2974.71882 101711
Iteration 2
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 8 24 429 44 152 40 45 5 315 13 80 23 80 277 9431 9431
Shellharbour 23 74 1319 136 466 123 139 17 967 39 247 70 245 850 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 57 57
Wollongong 82 260 4618 477 1630 432 486 59 3385 135 866 244 858 2975 101711 101711
Sum 113 359 6368 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Attraction Adjustment (Trip Balancing)
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama Desired 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Acutal 113 359 6368 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Previous 130 413 7333 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
Adjusted 130 413 7334 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7334 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 10.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 1301.69273 4133.71691 73336.05289 7576.56191 25884.10233 6865.56519 7714.73629 933.07178 53761.34887 2142.60927 13748.35094 3882.03938 13627.45574 47244.12388 1611372
Tij 7.61851 24.19372 429.21942 44.34391 151.49383 40.18261 45.15262 5.46106 314.65308 12.54021 80.46601 22.72070 79.75843 276.50923 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7334 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 3.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 390.50782 1240.11507 22000.81587 2272.96857 7765.23070 2059.66956 2314.42089 279.92153 16128.40466 642.78278 4124.50528 1164.61181 4088.23672 14173.23716 483527
Tij 23.40818 74.33613 1318.79336 136.24840 465.47068 123.46263 138.73317 16.77932 966.78382 38.53028 247.23493 69.81024 245.06089 849.58536 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7334 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 0.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 0.00000 0.00000 2031.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 839557.90404 14894552.34219 1538799.72384 0.00000 0.00000 1566862.94069 0.00000 10918929.95536 0.00000 2792290.07640 0.00000 0.00000 9595281.56069 315148349
Tij 0.00000 0.15185 2.69394 0.27832 0.00000 0.00000 0.28339 0.00000 1.97488 0.00000 0.50503 0.00000 0.00000 1.73547 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 130 413 7334 758 2588 687 771 93 5376 214 1375 388 1363 4724
FijKij 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 Sum
AjFijKij 130.16927 413.37169 7333.60529 757.65619 2588.41023 686.55652 771.47363 93.30718 5376.13489 214.26093 1374.83509 388.20394 1362.74557 4724.41239 161512
Tij 81.97330 260.31828 4618.29275 477.12932 1630.03540 432.35474 485.83076 58.75962 3385.58782 134.92950 865.79393 244.46904 858.18063 2975.16959 101711
3
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 8 24 429 44 151 40 45 5 315 13 80 23 80 277 9431 9431
Shellharbour 23 74 1319 136 465 123 139 17 967 39 247 70 245 850 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 57 57
Wollongong 82 260 4618 477 1630 432 486 59 3386 135 866 244 858 2975 101711 101711
Sum 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
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B.3 Gravity Model Predicted Travel Time
Current Travel Pattern
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum
Kiama 9 12.85 167.6 42.65 66 23 35.85 10 120.3 11 49.65 22 41 96.4 8573.15
Shellharbour 20 54 607 54 269 84 71 10 485 34 171 54 128 337 25949.8
Shoalhaven 0 0.15 1.4 0.35 0 0 0.15 0 0.7 0 0.35 0 0 0.6 40.85
Wollongong 67 219 4622 482 1704 406 483 54 2452 114 811 222 738 2965 79076
Sum 96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399 113639.8
Current Attraction Aj Baulkham Hills/Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West  Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
96 286 5398 579 2039 513 590 74 3058 159 1032 298 907 3399
Current Production Pi Kiama Shellharbour Shoalhaven Wollongong
8573.15 25949.8 40.85 79076
Predicted Attraction Aj  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Predicted Production Pi Kiama Shellharbour Shoalhaven Wollongong
9431 28984 57 101711
Current Travel Time
(minutes)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 46.2 41.4 36 35.1 31.8 34.8 37.5 42.9 29.55 44.7 43.8 36 35.1 27.39
Shellharbour 41.4 36.6 31.2 30.3 27.06 32.4 32.7 38.1 26.97 42.3 39 31.5 30.3 22.65
Shoalhaven 54.3 49.5 44.1 43.2 39.9 42.9 45.6 51 37.8 52.8 44.4 44.1 43.2 35.4
Wollongong 35.4 30.6 25.26 24.27 21.09 24.21 26.67 32.1 18.84 34.2 33 25.41 24.27 16.68
Current Distance
(km)  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 154 138 120 117 106 116 125 143 98.5 149 146 120 117 91.3
Shellharbour 138 122 104 101 90.2 108 109 127 89.9 141 130 105 101 75.5
Shoalhaven 181 165 147 144 133 143 152 170 126 176 148 147 144 118
Wollongong 118 102 84.2 80.9 70.3 80.7 88.9 107 62.8 114 110 84.7 80.9 55.6
Fij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume to be 1/travel^2 Kiama 0.468506962 0.583444188 0.771604938 0.811681723 0.988884933 0.825736557 0.711111111 0.543357187 1.145209731 0.500477956 0.521256855 0.77160494 0.811681723 1.332956373
Shellharbour 0.583444188 0.746513781 1.027284681 1.089217833 1.365665743 0.952598689 0.935199993 0.688890267 1.374795516 0.558880897 0.657462196 1.00781053 1.089217833 1.949232246
Shoalhaven 0.339156653 0.40812162 0.514189047 0.535836763 0.628136758 0.543357187 0.480917205 0.384467512 0.699868425 0.358700643 0.507264021 0.51418905 0.535836763 0.7979827
Wollongong 0.7979827 1.067965312 1.567232061 1.69769804 2.248261588 1.706123328 1.405898503 0.970487476 2.817333135 0.854963921 0.918273646 1.54878335 1.69769804 3.594246905
Kij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Assume 1 and callibrate Kiama 102.6803924 91.06605826 106.7066949 104.683865 66.67595657 96.78611782 112.8913278 158.5743754 53.00007812 102.6803924 100.696277 100.696277 89.19808618 44.75390088
Shellharbour 30.08589574 26.47904162 30.08589574 30.08589574 19.45398976 28.85803051 33.92297459 47.59256799 15.22361033 30.70942106 30.70942106 30.7094211 26.47904162 13.09722914
Shoalhaven 0 30232.98949 32247.98046 32247.98046 0 0 34327.97114 0 19508.03756 0 32761.88441 0 0 17192.42294
Wollongong 6.715661134 5.902436543 6.884601984 6.884601984 3.904527356 6.548818928 7.942318613 12.01368818 2.837366829 7.055641479 6.884601984 7.05564148 5.902436543 2.220365462
FijKij Matrix  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama 48.1064787 53.13196239 82.33541273 84.96997998 65.93484886 79.91983569 80.27827756 86.16252652 60.6962052 51.38927295 52.4886246 77.6977446 72.40045631 59.65499741
Shellharbour 17.553441 19.76696947 30.90677981 32.77009415 26.56764739 27.49012204 31.72476558 32.78605685 20.92935123 17.16290878 20.1902834 30.949278 28.84144433 25.52954137
Shoalhaven 0 12338.73666 16581.55833 17279.65345 0 0 16508.91194 0 13653.05952 0 16618.92521 0 0 13719.25608
Wollongong 5.358981402 6.303597488 10.78976896 11.6879753 8.778398874 11.17309274 11.16609385 11.65913391 7.993807584 6.032318901 6.321948562 10.92766 10.02055495 7.98054169
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 48.10648 53.13196 82.33541 84.96998 65.93485 79.91984 80.27828 86.16253 60.69621 51.38927 52.48862 77.69774 72.40046 59.65500 Sum
AjFijKij 5436.03209 19074.37450 524394.24366 55910.24683 148155.60540 47632.22207 53786.44597 6979.16465 283390.58206 9558.40477 62671.41777 ########## 85649.73982 244764.45436 2714635
Tij 18.88549 66.26690 1821.81496 194.23959 514.71217 165.48064 186.86123 24.24654 984.53636 33.20716 217.72879 90.96717 297.55852 850.34409 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 17.55344 19.76697 30.90678 32.77009 26.56765 27.49012 31.72477 32.78606 20.92935 17.16291 20.19028 30.94928 28.84144 25.52954 Sum
AjFijKij 1983.53883 7096.34204 196845.28064 21562.72195 59697.50367 16384.11273 21255.59294 2655.67061 97719.14089 3192.30103 24107.19838 ########## 34119.42864 104747.70825 978821
Tij 58.73483 210.13071 5828.81119 638.49656 1767.71054 485.15209 629.40213 78.63741 2893.57418 94.52764 713.84138 308.84132 1010.31484 3101.69800 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 0.00000 12338.73666 16581.55833 17279.65345 0.00000 0.00000 16508.91194 0.00000 13653.05952 0.00000 16618.92521 0.00000 0.00000 13719.25608 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 4429606.46000 105607945.02902 11370011.97326 0.00000 0.00000 11060971.00281 0.00000 63746134.89813 0.00000 19842996.70568 0.00000 0.00000 56290107.67586 511092815
Tij 0.00000 0.49402 11.77800 1.26805 0.00000 0.00000 1.23358 0.00000 7.10933 0.00000 2.21300 0.00000 0.00000 6.27780 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
FijKij 5.35898 6.30360 10.78977 11.68798 8.77840 11.17309 11.16609 11.65913 7.99381 6.03232 6.32195 10.92766 10.02055 7.98054 Sum
AjFijKij 605.56490 2262.99150 68720.03850 7690.68775 19725.06227 6659.16327 7481.28288 944.38985 37323.08761 1122.01132 7548.40658 3682.62142 11854.31651 32744.16256 414218
Tij 148.69598 555.67576 16874.15083 1888.44226 4843.47336 1635.15225 1837.02306 231.89418 9164.65449 275.50899 1853.50524 904.26476 2910.81800 8040.30309 101711
Iteration 1
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 19 66 1822 194 515 165 187 24 985 33 218 91 298 850 9431 9431
Shellharbour 59 210 5829 638 1768 485 629 79 2894 95 714 309 1010 3102 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 12 1 0 0 1 0 7 0 2 0 0 6 57 57
Wollongong 149 556 16874 1888 4843 1635 1837 232 9165 276 1854 904 2911 8040 101711 101711
Sum 226 833 24537 2722 7126 2286 2655 335 13050 403 2787 1304 4219 11999 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Attraction Adjustment (Trip Balancing)
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Desired 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Acutal 226 833 24537 2722 7126 2286 2655 335 13050 403 2787 1304 4219 11999 140183
Previous 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Adjusted 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403 310719.14
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403
FijKij 48.10648 53.13196 82.33541 84.96998 65.93485 79.91984 80.27828 86.16253 60.69621 51.38927 52.48862 77.69774 72.40046 59.65500 Sum
AjFijKij 2714.21734 8224.80026 136118.00600 13513.19222 46717.72393 12419.71778 13575.68178 1688.61791 101391.82875 4408.90432 26846.76343 6766.53336 24017.78980 83698.65096 3418495
Tij 7.48803 22.69071 375.52458 37.28042 128.88562 34.26372 37.45281 4.65859 279.72144 12.16336 74.06529 18.66762 66.26067 230.90921 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403
FijKij 17.55344 19.76697 30.90678 32.77009 26.56765 27.49012 31.72477 32.78606 20.92935 17.16291 20.19028 30.94928 28.84144 25.52954 Sum
AjFijKij 990.38332 3059.91664 51095.50193 5211.58863 18824.34005 4272.02527 5364.90487 642.54294 34962.07364 1472.47895 10326.88066 2695.30760 9567.72626 35819.09757 1154695
Tij 24.85962 76.80700 1282.54873 130.81614 472.50996 107.23215 134.66453 16.12848 877.58338 36.96071 259.21514 67.65494 240.15960 899.09554 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
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Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403
FijKij 0.00000 12338.73666 16581.55833 17279.65345 0.00000 0.00000 16508.91194 0.00000 13653.05952 0.00000 16618.92521 0.00000 0.00000 13719.25608 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 1910030.04454 27412854.10502 2748067.94995 0.00000 0.00000 2791785.54806 0.00000 22807170.04103 0.00000 8500210.41882 0.00000 0.00000 19248734.81883 699419425
Tij 0.00000 0.15566 2.23404 0.22396 0.00000 0.00000 0.22752 0.00000 1.85870 0.00000 0.69273 0.00000 0.00000 1.56870 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403
FijKij 5.35898 6.30360 10.78977 11.68798 8.77840 11.17309 11.16609 11.65913 7.99381 6.03232 6.32195 10.92766 10.02055 7.98054 Sum
AjFijKij 302.35928 975.79363 17837.79041 1858.79598 6219.87951 1736.32312 1888.27341 228.49634 13353.49989 517.53830 3233.53600 951.66696 3324.17218 11197.05980 382966
Tij 80.30296 259.15895 4737.50074 493.67366 1651.92454 461.14636 501.50251 60.68586 3546.52757 137.45189 858.78794 252.75120 882.85980 2973.80325 101711
Iteration 2
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 7 23 376 37 129 34 37 5 280 12 74 19 66 231 9431 9431
Shellharbour 25 77 1283 131 473 107 135 16 878 37 259 68 240 899 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 57 57
Wollongong 80 259 4738 494 1652 461 502 61 3547 137 859 253 883 2974 101711 101711
Sum 113 359 6398 662 2253 603 674 81 4706 187 1193 339 1189 4105 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Attraction Adjustment (Trip Balancing)
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Kiama Desired 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
Acutal 113 359 6398 662 2253 603 674 81 4706 187 1193 339 1189 4105
Previous 56 155 1653 159 709 155 169 20 1670 86 511 87 332 1403
Adjusted 57 155 1646 158 707 154 168 19 1657 86 512 87 330 1402
For Origin Kiama
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 57 155 1646 158 707 154 168 19 1657 86 512 87 330 1402
FijKij 48.10648 53.13196 82.33541 84.96998 65.93485 79.91984 80.27828 86.16253 60.69621 51.38927 52.48862 77.69774 72.40046 59.65500 Sum
AjFijKij 2722.63568 8229.10225 135505.09297 13431.65970 46586.68992 12282.82959 13498.17053 1678.81609 100601.25918 4395.29402 26874.64869 6725.14943 23890.96227 83650.19589 3419549
Tij 7.50894 22.69559 373.71845 37.04406 128.48451 33.87563 37.22750 4.63012 277.45486 12.12207 74.11937 18.54773 65.89046 230.70440 9431
For Origin Shellharbour
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 57 155 1646 158 707 154 168 19 1657 86 512 87 330 1402
FijKij 17.55344 19.76697 30.90678 32.77009 26.56765 27.49012 31.72477 32.78606 20.92935 17.16291 20.19028 30.94928 28.84144 25.52954 Sum
AjFijKij 993.45506 3061.51713 50865.42878 5180.14425 18771.54148 4224.93967 5334.27359 638.81321 34689.46832 1467.93340 10337.60701 2678.82318 9517.20325 35798.36107 1154963
Tij 24.93093 76.82931 1276.47693 129.99664 471.07515 106.02561 133.86454 16.03113 870.53834 36.83805 259.42408 67.22554 238.83590 898.36620 28984
For Origin Shoalhaven
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 57 155 1646 158 707 154 168 19 1657 86 512 87 330 1402
FijKij 0.00000 12338.73666 16581.55833 17279.65345 0.00000 0.00000 16508.91194 0.00000 13653.05952 0.00000 16618.92521 0.00000 0.00000 13719.25608 Sum
AjFijKij 0.00000 1911029.08834 27289419.33072 2731487.34380 0.00000 0.00000 2775845.66306 0.00000 22629338.60286 0.00000 8509039.43853 0.00000 0.00000 19237591.28419 699685544
Tij 0.00000 0.15568 2.22314 0.22252 0.00000 0.00000 0.22613 0.00000 1.84350 0.00000 0.69319 0.00000 0.00000 1.56719 57
For Origin Wollongong
Destination  Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland
Aj 57 155 1646 158 707 154 168 19 1657 86 512 87 330 1402
FijKij 5.35898 6.30360 10.78977 11.68798 8.77840 11.17309 11.16609 11.65913 7.99381 6.03232 6.32195 10.92766 10.02055 7.98054 Sum
AjFijKij 303.29707 976.30402 17757.47030 1847.58084 6202.43397 1717.18564 1877.49219 227.17001 13249.38035 515.94066 3236.89462 945.84659 3306.61867 11190.57757 382929
Tij 80.55968 259.31915 4716.61697 490.74170 1647.44780 456.10702 498.68654 60.33933 3519.20916 137.04060 859.76166 251.22926 878.28128 2972.36414 101711
3
 Baulkham Hills and Hawkesbury Blacktown City and Inner South Eastern Suburbs Inner South West Inner West North Sydney and Hornsby Northern Beaches Outer South West Outer West and Blue Mountains Parramatta Ryde South West Sutherland Sum Predicted
Kiama 8 23 374 37 128 34 37 5 277 12 74 19 66 231 9431 9431
Shellharbour 25 77 1276 130 471 106 134 16 871 37 259 67 239 898 28984 28984
Shoalhaven 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2 57 57
Wollongong 81 259 4717 491 1647 456 499 60 3519 137 860 251 878 2972 101711 101711
Sum 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103 140183
Aj 113 359 6369 658 2247 596 670 81 4669 186 1194 337 1183 4103
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B.4 Logit Model 105
B.4 Logit Model
Scale -0.01
VOT ($/Hr) 15
Access Weight 1.6
Wait time weight 2
Rail ASC 0.3
Bus ASC -0.6
Car ASC 0.8
Passenger ASC -3
Origin Destination Time (mins) Cost ($) Time (mins) Cost ($) IVT (mins) Fare ($) Wait Time (mins) Access Time (mins) Egress Time (mins) IVT (mins) Fare ($) Wait Time (mins) Access Time (mins) Egress Time (mins) Car Passenger Rail Bus Car Passenger Rail Bus Car Passenger Rail Bus
Current Wollongong Sydney 81 57.96 81 28.98 87 17.6 10 30 5 286 9.2 20 30 10 312.84 196.92 233.4 426.8 -2.3284 -4.9692 -2.034 -4.868 40% 3% 54% 3%
Future Wollongong Sydney 81 57.96 81 28.98 25 17.6 10 30 5 286 9.2 20 30 10 312.84 196.92 171.4 426.8 -2.3284 -4.9692 -1.414 -4.868 27% 2% 68% 2%
Future + Inflation Wollongong Sydney 81 86.94 81 43.47 43.5 26.4 10 30 5 286 13.8 20 30 10 428.76 254.88 225.1 445.2 -3.4876 -5.5488 -1.951 -5.052 17% 2% 78% 3%
Utility Mode ShareNetwork Data
Parameters
Car Passenger Rail Bus Generalised Time (mins)
Appendix C
Concept Alignment
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
PLAN
From Sydney To Wollongong
Hurstville
Mascot
Sutherland
DATUM=-99
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Appendix D
CBA Costs
D.1 Capital Costs
The following spreadsheet shows a break down of Capital Costs for the proposed
alignment.
Measurement Unit Rate Total Comments
139 km - -
Tunnels Tunnels (Rual) 23 km 150,000,000 3,450,000,000.00  
Tunnels (Urban) 10 km 170,000,000 1,700,000,000.00  
Portals (Rural) 14 18,000,000 252,000,000.00     2 per tunnel
Portals (Urban) 3 18,000,000 54,000,000.00       
Superstructures Super T 0.067 km 90,000,000 6,030,000.00         Height <30m, Span <20m
Concrete Box Girder 0.817 km 105,000,000 85,785,000.00       Height 30m  -40m, span 20m - 50m
Balanced Cantilever 0.267 km 140,000,000 37,380,000.00       Height >40m, span 50m - 120m
Cable Stayed 0.282 km 175,000,000 49,350,000.00       Span 120m - 200 m
Concrete Arch 11.4 km 215,000,000 2,451,000,000.00  Span > 200m
Viaduct (Super T) 0 km 70,000,000 -                         Height <10m, span <20m
Viaduct (Concrete 
Girder) 0 km 125,000,000 -                         Height < 10m, span 20m - 50 m
Road over rail 12 each 5,000,000 60,000,000.00       Includes allowance for approaches
Rail over road 12 each 5,000,000 60,000,000.00       Includes allowance for approaches
Underpass and farm 
crossings 36 each 2,500,000 89,250,000.00       
Assumed regularity of 2km intervals 
in rural areas
Earthworks (Rural) Mass Haul 421,065,149.59    m³ km 2 842,130,299.18     
Borrow m³ 9 -                         
Dump 5,897,271.00        m³ 7 41,280,897.02       
Fill 10,447,298.56      m³ 11 114,920,284.12     
Cut 16,344,569.56      m³ 9 147,101,126.03     
Extra over allowance 71.4 km 260,000 18,564,000.00       
Earthworks (Urban) Mass Haul 180,099,831.99    m³ km 2 360,199,663.97     
Borrow m³ 40 -                         
Dump 8,617,216.84        m³ 32 275,750,938.93     
Fill 662,411.77           m³ 21 13,910,647.25       
Cut 9,279,628.62        m³ 16 148,474,057.84     
Extra over allowance 20.9 km 260,000 5,434,000.00         
General Civil Works 
(Rural) fauna fencing 71 route km 90,000 6,426,000.00         
Component
Route Length
Slope Stability - 10 to 30º 71 route km 2,160,000 154,224,000.00     
Slope Stability > 30º 71 route km 5,780,000 412,692,000.00     
Noise Walls 71 route km 4,800,000 342,720,000.00     
Site clearance and minor 
demolition 71 route km 135,000 9,639,000.00         
Utilities relocation 71 route km 125,000 8,925,000.00         
General Civil Works 
(Urban) fauna fencing 21 route km 200,000 4,180,000.00         
Noise Walls 21 route km 9,500,000 198,550,000.00     
Site clearance and minor 
demolition 21 route km 125,000 2,612,500.00         
Utilities relocation 21 route km 575,000 12,017,500.00       
General Civil Works
Intrusion detection - 
fencing 139 route km 86,000 11,954,000.00       
Rock fall fencing 139 route km 2,100,000 291,900,000.00     
extra over allowance for 
mine subsidence 
(tunnel) 33 route km 80,000,000 2,640,000,000.00  
extra over allowance for 
mine subsidence (at 
grade) 92 route km 19,000,000 1,753,700,000.00  
longitudinal drainage 139 route km 475,000 66,025,000.00       
cross drainage 139 route km 390,000 54,210,000.00       
minor access roads 139 route km 1,500,000 208,500,000.00     
landscaping 139 route km 290,000 40,310,000.00       
Environmental protect 
measures 139 route km 50,000 6,950,000.00         
Disruption to existing 
corridors 139 route km 100,000 13,900,000.00       
Permanent Way Capping - Dual Track 139 route km 410,000 56,990,000.00       
Turnouts and crossing 139 route km 200,000 27,800,000.00       
Track - ballasted 139 route km 2,500,000
Track - slab 139 route km 3,550,000 493,450,000.00     
Signalling & Comms Track crossover 7 each 6,000,000 41,700,000.00       Frequency every 20 km
Fixed balises 139 route km 2,000 278,000.00            entire at grade length
Cable route 139 route km 125,000 17,375,000.00       excludes sections in tunnels
Radio tower 10 each 800,000 8,000,000.00         
Every 6.5 km in urban areas, every 
12 km in rural
Base station (within 
tunnels) 66 each 500,000 33,000,000.00       Every 500 m within tunnels
Power OHLE 139 route km 1,500,000 208,500,000.00     Entire network length
Power distribution 
substation 3 each 36,100,000 108,300,000.00     Every 60 km
Autotransformers 14 each 5,000,000 70,000,000.00       Every 10 km
Subtotal ($B) 17.57                     Capital Cost (2012$)
Labour of maintenance 
teams 139 route km 32,300 4,489,700.00         
Maintenance of 
infrastructure 139 route km 75,300 10,466,700.00       
Operation of the 
maintenance rolling 
stock 139 route km 2,800 389,200.00            
Cost per route km per 
year 139 route km 110,400 15,345,600.00       
Subtotal ($B) 0.03                       per year (2012$)
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D.2 Revenue
The following sheet shows a break down of the revenue produced on a year to year
basis; includes current ticket price and a 50% increase in price.
Year People % on HSR Total/day Total/year Current Price 50% Increase Cumulative Total Revenue Total (current) Revenue Total (50%)
2011 36,856.00 0.54         19,903.00 5,174,780.00    
2036 45,530.00 0.68         30,961.00 8,049,860.00    141,677,536.00$  212,516,304.00$  8,049,860.00         141,677,536.00$                 212,516,304.00$                 
2037 45,876.96 0.69         31,454.00 8,178,040.00    143,933,504.00$  215,900,256.00$  16,227,900.00       285,611,040.00$                 428,416,560.00$                 
2038 46,223.92 0.69         31,950.00 8,307,000.00    146,203,200.00$  219,304,800.00$  24,534,900.00       431,814,240.00$                 647,721,360.00$                 
2039 46,570.88 0.70         32,451.00 8,437,260.00    148,495,776.00$  222,743,664.00$  32,972,160.00       580,310,016.00$                 870,465,024.00$                 
2040 46,917.84 0.70         32,956.00 8,568,560.00    150,806,656.00$  226,209,984.00$  41,540,720.00       731,116,672.00$                 1,096,675,008.00$              
2041 47,264.80 0.71         33,464.00 8,700,640.00    153,131,264.00$  229,696,896.00$  50,241,360.00       884,247,936.00$                 1,326,371,904.00$              
2042 47,611.76 0.71         33,976.00 8,833,760.00    155,474,176.00$  233,211,264.00$  59,075,120.00       1,039,722,112.00$              1,559,583,168.00$              
2043 47,958.72 0.72         34,492.00 8,967,920.00    157,835,392.00$  236,753,088.00$  68,043,040.00       1,197,557,504.00$              1,796,336,256.00$              
2044 48,305.68 0.72         35,012.00 9,103,120.00    160,214,912.00$  240,322,368.00$  77,146,160.00       1,357,772,416.00$              2,036,658,624.00$              
2045 48,652.64 0.73         35,536.00 9,239,360.00    162,612,736.00$  243,919,104.00$  86,385,520.00       1,520,385,152.00$              2,280,577,728.00$              
2046 48,999.60 0.73         35,770.00 9,300,200.00    163,683,520.00$  245,525,280.00$  95,685,720.00       1,684,068,672.00$              2,526,103,008.00$              
2047 49,346.56 0.73         36,023.00 9,365,980.00    164,841,248.00$  247,261,872.00$  105,051,700.00     1,848,909,920.00$              2,773,364,880.00$              
2048 49,693.52 0.73         36,277.00 9,432,020.00    166,003,552.00$  249,005,328.00$  114,483,720.00     2,014,913,472.00$              3,022,370,208.00$              
2049 50,040.48 0.73         36,530.00 9,497,800.00    167,161,280.00$  250,741,920.00$  123,981,520.00     2,182,074,752.00$              3,273,112,128.00$              
2050 50,387.44 0.73         36,783.00 9,563,580.00    168,319,008.00$  252,478,512.00$  133,545,100.00     2,350,393,760.00$              3,525,590,640.00$              
2051 50,734.40 0.73         37,037.00 9,629,620.00    169,481,312.00$  254,221,968.00$  143,174,720.00     2,519,875,072.00$              3,779,812,608.00$              
2052 51,081.36 0.73         37,290.00 9,695,400.00    170,639,040.00$  255,958,560.00$  152,870,120.00     2,690,514,112.00$              4,035,771,168.00$              
2053 51,428.32 0.73         37,543.00 9,761,180.00    171,796,768.00$  257,695,152.00$  162,631,300.00     2,862,310,880.00$              4,293,466,320.00$              
2054 51,775.28 0.73         37,796.00 9,826,960.00    172,954,496.00$  259,431,744.00$  172,458,260.00     3,035,265,376.00$              4,552,898,064.00$              
2055 52,122.24 0.73         38,050.00 9,893,000.00    174,116,800.00$  261,175,200.00$  182,351,260.00     3,209,382,176.00$              4,814,073,264.00$              
2056 52,469.20 0.73         38,303.00 9,958,780.00    175,274,528.00$  262,911,792.00$  192,310,040.00     3,384,656,704.00$              5,076,985,056.00$              
2057 52,816.16 0.73         38,556.00 10,024,560.00  176,432,256.00$  264,648,384.00$  202,334,600.00     3,561,088,960.00$              5,341,633,440.00$              
2058 53,163.12 0.73         38,810.00 10,090,600.00  177,594,560.00$  266,391,840.00$  212,425,200.00     3,738,683,520.00$              5,608,025,280.00$              
2059 53,510.08 0.73         39,063.00 10,156,380.00  178,752,288.00$  268,128,432.00$  222,581,580.00     3,917,435,808.00$              5,876,153,712.00$              
2060 53,857.04 0.73         39,316.00 10,222,160.00  179,910,016.00$  269,865,024.00$  232,803,740.00     4,097,345,824.00$              6,146,018,736.00$              
2061 54,204.00 0.73         39,569.00 10,287,940.00  181,067,744.00$  271,601,616.00$  243,091,680.00     4,278,413,568.00$              6,417,620,352.00$              
2062 54,550.96 0.73         39,823.00 10,353,980.00  182,230,048.00$  273,345,072.00$  253,445,660.00     4,460,643,616.00$              6,690,965,424.00$              
2063 54,897.92 0.73         40,076.00 10,419,760.00  183,387,776.00$  275,081,664.00$  263,865,420.00     4,644,031,392.00$              6,966,047,088.00$              
2064 55,244.88 0.73         40,329.00 10,485,540.00  184,545,504.00$  276,818,256.00$  274,350,960.00     4,828,576,896.00$              7,242,865,344.00$              
2065 55,591.84 0.73         40,583.00 10,551,580.00  185,707,808.00$  278,561,712.00$  284,902,540.00     5,014,284,704.00$              7,521,427,056.00$              
2066 55,938.80 0.73         40,836.00 10,617,360.00  186,865,536.00$  280,298,304.00$  295,519,900.00     5,201,150,240.00$              7,801,725,360.00$              
2067 56,285.76 0.73         41,089.00 10,683,140.00  188,023,264.00$  282,034,896.00$  306,203,040.00     5,389,173,504.00$              8,083,760,256.00$              
2068 56,632.72 0.73         41,342.00 10,748,920.00  189,180,992.00$  283,771,488.00$  316,951,960.00     5,578,354,496.00$              8,367,531,744.00$              
2069 56,979.68 0.73         41,596.00 10,814,960.00  190,343,296.00$  285,514,944.00$  327,766,920.00     5,768,697,792.00$              8,653,046,688.00$              
2070 57,326.64 0.73         41,849.00 10,880,740.00  191,501,024.00$  287,251,536.00$  338,647,660.00     5,960,198,816.00$              8,940,298,224.00$              
2071 57,673.60 0.73         42,102.00 10,946,520.00  192,658,752.00$  288,988,128.00$  349,594,180.00     6,152,857,568.00$              9,229,286,352.00$              
2072 58,020.56 0.73         42,356.00 11,012,560.00  193,821,056.00$  290,731,584.00$  360,606,740.00     6,346,678,624.00$              9,520,017,936.00$              
2073 58,367.52 0.73         42,609.00 11,078,340.00  194,978,784.00$  292,468,176.00$  371,685,080.00     6,541,657,408.00$              9,812,486,112.00$              
2074 58,714.48 0.73         42,862.00 11,144,120.00  196,136,512.00$  294,204,768.00$  382,829,200.00     6,737,793,920.00$              10,106,690,880.00$            
2075 59,061.44 0.73         43,115.00 11,209,900.00  197,294,240.00$  295,941,360.00$  394,039,100.00     6,935,088,160.00$              10,402,632,240.00$            
2076 59,408.40 0.73         43,369.00 11,275,940.00  198,456,544.00$  297,684,816.00$  405,315,040.00     7,133,544,704.00$              10,700,317,056.00$            
2077 59,755.36 0.73         43,622.00 11,341,720.00  199,614,272.00$  299,421,408.00$  416,656,760.00     7,333,158,976.00$              10,999,738,464.00$            
2078 60,102.32 0.73         43,875.00 11,407,500.00  200,772,000.00$  301,158,000.00$  428,064,260.00     7,533,930,976.00$              11,300,896,464.00$            
2079 60,449.28 0.73         44,128.00 11,473,280.00  201,929,728.00$  302,894,592.00$  439,537,540.00     7,735,860,704.00$              11,603,791,056.00$            
2080 60,796.24 0.73         44,382.00 11,539,320.00  203,092,032.00$  304,638,048.00$  451,076,860.00     7,938,952,736.00$              11,908,429,104.00$            
2081 61,143.20 0.73         44,635.00 11,605,100.00  204,249,760.00$  306,374,640.00$  462,681,960.00     8,143,202,496.00$              12,214,803,744.00$            
2082 61,490.16 0.73         44,888.00 11,670,880.00  205,407,488.00$  308,111,232.00$  474,352,840.00     8,348,609,984.00$              12,522,914,976.00$            
2083 61,837.12 0.73         45,142.00 11,736,920.00  206,569,792.00$  309,854,688.00$  486,089,760.00     8,555,179,776.00$              12,832,769,664.00$            
2084 62,184.08 0.73         45,395.00 11,802,700.00  207,727,520.00$  311,591,280.00$  497,892,460.00     8,762,907,296.00$              13,144,360,944.00$            
2085 62,531.04 0.73         45,648.00 11,868,480.00  208,885,248.00$  313,327,872.00$  509,760,940.00     8,971,792,544.00$              13,457,688,816.00$            
2086 62,878.00 0.73         45,901.00 11,934,260.00  210,042,976.00$  315,064,464.00$  521,695,200.00     9,181,835,520.00$              13,772,753,280.00$            
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D.3 Cost vs. Revenue
The following spreadsheet shows a break down of the costs vs. revenue over a 110
year period for the proposed alignment.
Capital ($M) Ongoing ($M) Revenue ($M) (Current) Revenue ($M) (50%) Balance ($M) (Current) Balance ($M) (50%)
2036 0 17,567.39$  -                 -                                   -$17,567 -$17,567
2037 1 -               30.69$            141.68$                           212.52$                     -$17,456 -$17,386
2038 2 -               30.69$            143.93$                           215.90$                     -$17,343 -$17,200
2039 3 -               30.69$            146.20$                           219.30$                     -$17,228 -$17,012
2040 4 -               30.69$            148.50$                           222.74$                     -$17,110 -$16,820
2041 5 -               30.69$            150.81$                           226.21$                     -$16,990 -$16,624
2042 6 -               30.69$            153.13$                           229.70$                     -$16,867 -$16,425
2043 7 -               30.69$            155.47$                           233.21$                     -$16,743 -$16,223
2044 8 -               30.69$            157.84$                           236.75$                     -$16,615 -$16,017
2045 9 -               30.69$            160.21$                           240.32$                     -$16,486 -$15,807
2046 10 -               30.69$            162.61$                           243.92$                     -$16,354 -$15,594
2047 11 -               30.69$            163.68$                           245.53$                     -$16,221 -$15,379
2048 12 -               30.69$            164.84$                           247.26$                     -$16,087 -$15,162
2049 13 -               30.69$            166.00$                           249.01$                     -$15,951 -$14,944
2050 14 -               30.69$            167.16$                           250.74$                     -$15,815 -$14,724
2051 15 -               30.69$            168.32$                           252.48$                     -$15,677 -$14,502
2052 16 -               30.69$            169.48$                           254.22$                     -$15,539 -$14,279
2053 17 -               30.69$            170.64$                           255.96$                     -$15,399 -$14,053
2054 18 -               30.69$            171.80$                           257.70$                     -$15,258 -$13,826
2055 19 -               30.69$            172.95$                           259.43$                     -$15,115 -$13,598
2056 20 -               30.69$            174.12$                           261.18$                     -$14,972 -$13,367
2057 21 -               30.69$            175.27$                           262.91$                     -$14,827 -$13,135
2058 22 -               30.69$            176.43$                           264.65$                     -$14,682 -$12,901
2059 23 -               30.69$            177.59$                           266.39$                     -$14,535 -$12,665
2060 24 -               30.69$            178.75$                           268.13$                     -$14,387 -$12,428
2061 25 -               30.69$            179.91$                           269.87$                     -$14,237 -$12,189
2062 26 -               30.69$            181.07$                           271.60$                     -$14,087 -$11,948
2063 27 -               30.69$            182.23$                           273.35$                     -$13,935 -$11,705
2064 28 -               30.69$            183.39$                           275.08$                     -$13,783 -$11,461
2065 29 -               30.69$            184.55$                           276.82$                     -$13,629 -$11,215
2066 30 -               30.69$            185.71$                           278.56$                     -$13,474 -$10,967
2067 31 -               30.69$            186.87$                           280.30$                     -$13,318 -$10,717
2068 32 -               30.69$            188.02$                           282.03$                     -$13,160 -$10,466
2069 33 -               30.69$            189.18$                           283.77$                     -$13,002 -$10,213
2070 34 -               30.69$            190.34$                           285.51$                     -$12,842 -$9,958
2071 35 -               30.69$            191.50$                           287.25$                     -$12,681 -$9,701
2072 36 -               30.69$            192.66$                           288.99$                     -$12,519 -$9,443
2073 37 -               30.69$            193.82$                           290.73$                     -$12,356 -$9,183
2074 38 -               30.69$            194.98$                           292.47$                     -$12,192 -$8,921
2075 39 -               30.69$            196.14$                           294.20$                     -$12,027 -$8,658
2076 40 -               30.69$            197.29$                           295.94$                     -$11,860 -$8,392
2077 41 -               30.69$            198.46$                           297.68$                     -$11,692 -$8,125
2078 42 -               30.69$            199.61$                           299.42$                     -$11,523 -$7,857
2079 43 -               30.69$            200.77$                           301.16$                     -$11,353 -$7,586
2080 44 -               30.69$            201.93$                           302.89$                     -$11,182 -$7,314
2081 45 -               30.69$            203.09$                           304.64$                     -$11,010 -$7,040
2082 46 -               30.69$            204.25$                           306.37$                     -$10,836 -$6,764
2083 47 -               30.69$            205.41$                           308.11$                     -$10,661 -$6,487
2084 48 -               30.69$            206.57$                           309.85$                     -$10,485 -$6,208
2085 49 -               30.69$            207.73$                           311.59$                     -$10,308 -$5,927
2086 50 -               30.69$            208.89$                           313.33$                     -$10,130 -$5,644
2087 51 -               30.69$            210.04$                           315.06$                     -$9,951 -$5,360
2088 52 -               30.69$            211.21$                           316.81$                     -$9,770 -$5,074
2089 53 -               30.69$            212.36$                           318.54$                     -$9,589 -$4,786
2090 54 -               30.69$            213.52$                           320.28$                     -$9,406 -$4,496
2091 55 -               30.69$            214.68$                           322.02$                     -$9,222 -$4,205
2092 56 -               30.69$            215.84$                           323.76$                     -$9,037 -$3,912
2093 57 -               30.69$            217.00$                           325.50$                     -$8,850 -$3,617
2094 58 -               30.69$            218.16$                           327.23$                     -$8,663 -$3,321
2095 59 -               30.69$            219.32$                           328.98$                     -$8,474 -$3,022
2096 60 -               30.69$            220.48$                           330.71$                     -$8,284 -$2,722
2097 61 -               30.69$            221.63$                           332.45$                     -$8,094 -$2,421
2098 62 -               30.69$            222.80$                           334.19$                     -$7,901 -$2,117
2099 63 -               30.69$            223.95$                           335.93$                     -$7,708 -$1,812
2100 64 -               30.69$            225.11$                           337.67$                     -$7,514 -$1,505
2101 65 -               30.69$            226.27$                           339.40$                     -$7,318 -$1,196
2102 66 -               30.69$            227.43$                           341.15$                     -$7,121 -$886
2103 67 -               30.69$            228.59$                           342.88$                     -$6,924 -$573
2104 68 -               30.69$            229.75$                           344.62$                     -$6,724 -$259
2105 69 -               30.69$            230.90$                           346.36$                     -$6,524 $56
2106 70 -               30.69$            232.07$                           348.10$                     -$6,323 $374
2107 71 -               30.69$            233.22$                           349.84$                     -$6,120 $693
2108 72 -               30.69$            234.38$                           351.57$                     -$5,917 $1,014
2109 73 -               30.69$            235.55$                           353.32$                     -$5,712 $1,336
2110 74 -               30.69$            236.70$                           355.05$                     -$5,506 $1,661
2111 75 -               30.69$            237.86$                           356.79$                     -$5,299 $1,987
Year
2112 76 -               30.69$            239.02$                           358.53$                     -$5,090 $2,315
2113 77 -               30.69$            240.18$                           360.27$                     -$4,881 $2,644
2114 78 -               30.69$            241.34$                           362.01$                     -$4,670 $2,975
2115 79 -               30.69$            242.50$                           363.74$                     -$4,458 $3,308
2116 80 -               30.69$            243.66$                           365.49$                     -$4,245 $3,643
2117 81 -               30.69$            244.82$                           367.22$                     -$4,031 $3,980
2118 82 -               30.69$            245.97$                           368.96$                     -$3,816 $4,318
2119 83 -               30.69$            247.13$                           370.70$                     -$3,600 $4,658
2120 84 -               30.69$            248.29$                           372.44$                     -$3,382 $5,000
2121 85 -               30.69$            249.45$                           374.18$                     -$3,163 $5,343
2122 86 -               30.69$            250.61$                           375.91$                     -$2,943 $5,689
2123 87 -               30.69$            251.77$                           377.66$                     -$2,722 $6,036
2124 88 -               30.69$            252.93$                           379.39$                     -$2,500 $6,384
2125 89 -               30.69$            254.09$                           381.13$                     -$2,277 $6,735
2126 90 -               30.69$            255.24$                           382.87$                     -$2,052 $7,087
2127 91 -               30.69$            256.41$                           384.61$                     -$1,826 $7,441
2128 92 -               30.69$            257.56$                           386.35$                     -$1,599 $7,796
2129 93 -               30.69$            258.72$                           388.08$                     -$1,371 $8,154
2130 94 -               30.69$            259.88$                           389.83$                     -$1,142 $8,513
2131 95 -               30.69$            261.04$                           391.56$                     -$912 $8,874
2132 96 -               30.69$            262.20$                           393.30$                     -$680 $9,236
2133 97 -               30.69$            263.36$                           395.04$                     -$448 $9,601
2134 98 -               30.69$            264.52$                           396.78$                     -$214 $9,967
2135 99 -               30.69$            265.68$                           398.52$                     $21 $10,335
2136 100 -               30.69$            266.84$                           400.25$                     $257 $10,704
2137 101 -               30.69$            267.99$                           401.99$                     $495 $11,076
2138 102 -               30.69$            269.16$                           403.73$                     $733 $11,449
2139 103 -               30.69$            270.31$                           405.47$                     $973 $11,823
2140 104 -               30.69$            271.47$                           407.21$                     $1,213 $12,200
2141 105 -               30.69$            272.63$                           408.95$                     $1,455 $12,578
2142 106 -               30.69$            273.79$                           410.69$                     $1,699 $12,958
2143 107 -               30.69$            274.95$                           412.42$                     $1,943 $13,340
2144 108 -               30.69$            276.11$                           414.16$                     $2,188 $13,723
2145 109 -               30.69$            277.27$                           415.90$                     $2,435 $14,109
2146 110 -               30.69$            278.43$                           417.64$                     $2,683 $14,495
